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Abstract
The North Dakota Farmers’ Holiday Association 
was a militant agrarian organization which appeared in 
1932. Relying on massive commodity withholding actions 
and road picketing, it sought better prices for farm 
products. This thesis concerns itself primarily with 
the manner in which the public press reacted to the FHA 




ORIGINS OF THE NATIONAL FARMERS' HOLIDAY ASSOCIATION
Depression, disenchantment, and despair: from 
these roots sprang a rural rebellion in the 1930's. The 
American farmer could not sell his produce at a price 
that would provide him an equitable living, he felt that 
elected officials were doing nothing to alleviate the 
agrarian situation, and there seemed nowhere for him to 
turn. Thus, many normally conservative rural citizens 
became advocates of direct action and even violent meth­
ods in order to preserve their livelihood. Organizing 
the Farmers * Holiday Association, the farmers promoted 
the withholding of produce from the market, mass action 
to stop foreclosures and evictions, and farm prices based 
on the "cost of production". Although American farmers 
have a long tradition of uniting to combat poor economic 
and political conditions, the Formers' Holiday movement 
was a particularly violent explosion of rural discontent. 
The speed with which it spread thi’ough the Midwest in 
1932 was reminiscent of the Nonpartisan League, a move­
ment by which North Dakota farmers took control of the 
state political machinery some fifteen years earlier,
1
and the tactics the PHA employed foreshadowed those of 
the national Farmers Organization (NFQ), a militant farm 
group of the 1960’s.
American farmers felt the effects of the 1929 
stock market crash just as keenly as other segments of 
society. Ever since the wartime overseas markets for his 
production had collapsed in 1920, the farmer had labored 
steadily in a vicious cycle: in order to make money he 
had to produce ever-increasing amounts which sold for 
ever-decreasing prices, which, in turn, made even greater 
production necessary to maintain an adequate income. The 
annual American production surplus, renewed competition 
for world markets from other agricultural nations, and 
the protective tariff walls imposed by most nations dur­
ing the 1920‘s served to intensify the effects of the 
Crash on the farmer. He who had become almost totally 
dependent upon the domestic market for his produce found 
himself with much to sell and no one to buy. Hence, 
prices for farm products fell to all-time lows.1
Farm expenses, however, did not fluctuate down­
ward anywhere nearly as rapidly as prices; in some cases 
expenses remained at almost the same levels as before 
the Crash. In North Dakota, for example, the farm price
1John L. Shover, Cornbelt; Rebellion; _The Farm­
ers* holiday Association Hlrbana: TEe tTnive r sTfcy of" 111! 
noisTFress, T 9 6 5;, pp« 11-13. Hereinafter cited as Shover 
Cornbelt Rebellion.
to a low of
A✓
index dropped from 14b in pre-depression 19-8 
6,5 in 1952. During the same four-year period, the per- 
acre tax index fell only from 277 to 254, 1 a cost index 
for commodities used in production went from 148 to 99* 
the wage index for hired labor dropped from 184- to 104,
and the farmer's cost of living index slipped from. 156 to
2106. To transpose these figures, while North Dakota 
farmers were receiving about half as much for their pro­
duce in 1952 as they had in 1928, their expenses had not 
decreased by a like proportion. This situation in North 
Dakota was similar to that in other states in the Midwest.
In this lay the seeds of rebellion.
During the 1920's high interest loans had been 
easy to obtain for almost any purpose; therefore, to fa­
cilitate increased production, many farmers purchased 
land on credit or refinanced old loans. Other men bor­
rowed to enter farming. With the increased demand for 
land and the easy credit, land values skyrocketed. But 
the rural banks were often too poorly financed or too 
over-extended to weather any sudden economic changes, and 
rural bonk failures increased steadily during the 1920's.'
"'lames William Dodd, "The Parmer Takes a Holiday" 
(unpublished k.O. thesis, North Dakota State University, 
I960), p. 2. Hereinafter cited as Dodd, "The Farmer Takes 
a Holiday."
ySnover, Cornbelt Rebellion, pp. 13-14,
4
This, plus the fact that many farm loans had been refi­
nanced borough private investment corporations, combined 
to cause a rising rate of farm mortgage foreclosures which 
reached a. peak in 1933. As one observer put it: "The
oroblem of farm credit became a crisis with the Crash of
1929. The farmer's debt position was vulnerable and when
investors and bank account creditors were forced to make
calls upon their assets, investment institutions in turn
4had to press demands upon their farmer debtors." As the 
rate of farm mortgage foreclosures increased, so did the 
militancy of che farmer.
During the 1920's, falling prices and the increas­
ing number of foreclosures became the paramount concerns 
of farmers' organizations such as the Grange, the Farm 
Bureau, and the Farmer's Union. By far the most militant 
of these groups was the Farmer's Union. After a series 
of internal disputes, this organization, which drew its 
membership mostly from among lower-income Midwestern 
farmers,' came to favor a guaranteed cost of production 
for agricultural products.'” This meant the enactment of 
a legislative program which would set the price on farm
**ibid. , -x • ~i. *
•hisid. , 1 g• f V,.' »
c I b i dJL•hJ U, * :/p. 4 .
5
commodities consumed within the United States at a level 
which would assure- the producer a reasonable profit.''
The foremost advocates of achieving this goal through po­
litical action were John A. Simpson of Oklahoma and Milo 
Reno of Iowa, state farmer's Union presidents in their 
respective states.
In 1931, the Rational Farmer's Union convention 
in Des Moines defeated a resolution calling for a "farm
strike" until prices guaranteeing the farmer the cost of
8production could be achieved. This move did not forbid 
such direct action by individual Farmer's Union members; 
rather it paved the way for the formation of a separate
group to carry out the idea of withholding produce from
q
the market. The Farmers' Holiday Association was formed 
by those Farmer's Union members who favored a farm strike 
or any other direct action in order to achieve the cost 
of production. When fifteen hundred Boone County, Iowa, 
farmers met on February 19, 1932, and pledged neither to 
buy nor sell until prices guaranteeing the cost of pro­
duction had been won, une Farmers' Holiday movement was
7 bid,, p. 22.
Roland A. White, Kilo Eer.o; Farmer's Union
Pioneer (Iowa City*. Athens tress, 19^1), p7 70. Here­
inafter cited, as White, Milo Reno.
Cornbelt Rebellion, pp . 34--35•''Sloven,
under way.1'
Officially, the Farmers' Holiday Association was 
launched as a national, movement on May 3, 1932, at Des 
Moines, Iowa. Cn that day some 2,000 farmers represent­
ing eight states passed a resolution calling for a na­
tional withholding action to begin on July 4 and to con­
tinue in til cost-of-production prices were attained. They 
also wanted the instigation of an orderly marketing pro­
cedure and hoped to get one by forcing state and federal
11governments to take action.
In August and September of 1932, the Farmers* 
Holiday Association engaged in a flurry of disorganized, 
uncoordinated, and often violent actions. The first sig­
nificant exercise of the new group’s muscle was the block­
ade of Sioux City, Iowa, markets. On August 11, highway 
pickets appeared on the roads leading into the city from 
the east and north, and by August lb, the city was en­
tirely cut off from all directions. Other than occa­
sional fistfights between picketers and tnose attempting 
to run the blockade, little real violence occurred. The 
strikers won a partial victory when Sioux City milk buy­
ers signed a contract guaranteeing a substantial price in-
"^White, Milo Reno, p. ?1.
■^"Farmers Planning 'Sell Nothing' Strike”, vvil- 
liston Herald, August 4, 1932, p. 1. All newspapers cited 
in this study are North Dakota publications.
7
crease to the producers. In nearby areas, however, 
attempts to blockade mai'keting points erupted into vio­
lence. At Omaha, Nebraska, and Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
pitched battles occurred between strikers and deputies; 
many FHAers were arrested, and martial law was declared
15by the governors of both Iowa and Nebraska. These vio­
lent interludes actually did little to better the farm­
er’s immediate economic situation; what they did accom­
plish was to bring the farmer's plight and his growing
militancy to national attention.
The most significant FHA activity, however, was 
the movement to stop mortgage foreclosure sales and evic­
tions through mass action. Known as the "Sears-Roebuck" 
or ’’penny" sale, this operation often involved the intimi­
dation of prospective buyers and usually resulted in a 
mortgage sale netting less than ten dollars for an entire 
farm, including machinery and cattle. Like the picketing, 
these sale stoppages were not formally planned and were
usually spontaneous responses tc the helplessness of the
14individual farmer. Local FHA "Councils of Defense" were 
the last recourse of the desperate farmer when all other
12
1P"Shover, Cornbelt Rebellion, pp. 41-47. 
"̂'ibid. , pp . 46-52.
14I b i d . , pp. 77-45.
methods and alternatives had failed.
After another abortive attempt at picketing mar­
keting centers in the fall of 1933, the Farmers' Holiday 
Association evolved into a massive, militant lobby for 
immediate farm relief. But Milo Reno, the FHA's national 
president from 1932 until his death in 1935, was there­
after faced with a progressively dwindling membership. As 
financial conditions gradually improved throughout the 
farm regions, and as President Franklin D. Roosevelt's farm 
program put allotment checks into the hands of the farmers, 
the militant phase of the farm belt rebellion faded into 
mere talk.^ By 1935, the Farmers' Holiday Association 
was only a shell of the once-mighty organization; only po­
litical extremists and diehards of many different persua­
sions remained within its ranks. The 1936 national con­
vention, in a move indicative of the disunity now perme­
ating the group, dissolved into factions over whether to 
support William Lsmke's Union Party candidacy for the 
presidency, to support one of the regular parties, or to 
form another political group based on a coalition of farm­
ers and labor. In late 1937, the Farmers' Holiday Asso-
1;7gn L. Perkins, "The AAA and the Politics of 
Agriculture: Agricultural Policy Formation in the Fall
of 193a ," Agricultural History, XXXIX (October, 1966),
220. ~ “
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elation disappeared, and the Farmer's Union again became 
the most militant of the major farmers' organizations
The FHA in North Dakota
In North Dakota, a temporary Farmers' Holiday As­
sociation was fashioned by members of the Farmer's Union
17at a meeting in Jamectown on July 51, 1952. Issuing a 
call for a convention at which a permanent state FHA or­
ganization could be effected, the Jamestown meeting laid 
plans for a holding action on farm produce. By the time
of the organizational convention in Bismarck on September
1 R14, 1932, thirty counties had joined the movement. "" A
19strike call was issued for September 20. ' Officers 
elected at this meeting included Usher L. Burdick of 
.Fargo, president; Oliver Rosenberg of New Rockford, vice- 
president; Mrs. Chris Linnerts of Minot, secretary-trea­
surer; and Bert K. Salisbury of Minnewaukan, representa­
tive to the national FHA convention.
3bover, Combe It Rebellion, pp. 200-215.
1 7"Holiday Association in N.D. To Be Formed Monday 
at Bismarck," Minot Daily News, September 8, 1932, p. 1.
'̂"'"N.D. Farmers Strike Called Today," Fargo Forum,
oeptember 2 , , p • 1 «
19"•'Burdick Outlines Flan for Peaceful Strike,"
Williston Herald, September 15, 1932, p. 1.
20 T, . , ib .id.
As the North Dakota FHA developed, the guiding
hand of the Farmer's Union became even more obvious* Al­
though at least one farmer considered the new organiza­
tion something of an upstart, "because it is merely at­
tempting to accomplish, in a quicker way and more dras­
tic manner, the very thing the Farmer's Union set out to
do, and has been trying to get the farmers to do for . . .
21thirty years. . . the older group's state officers
were solidly behind it. Former North Dakota Governor 
Walter Haddock, vice-president of the Farmer's Union, was 
active in the organization work of the FHA,'““and state
Farmer's Union president, C. C. Talbott, spoke often in
23support of the Holiday Association programs.“J
Initially the North Dakota FHA did not advocate
OLlpicketing, but more militant local associations soon 
took matters into their own hands. On September 20, the 
day the North Dakota marketing strike was to begin, a
^ ’’Ho-il Box," Lisbon fionntv Gazette.
September 8, 1922, p. 6.
22 "Farm Holiday Association to Organize at Bis­
marck," Dickinson Daily Press, September 9> 1922, p. 1.
“"'"Farmers Form State Holiday Organization," 
Dickinson Daily Press, September 15•> 1932, p. 7«
p
 ̂ "Businessmen Are Invited to Strike Meetings," 
Wl.lliston paid, September 22, 1922, p. 1,
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group of Ad&rns County FHA'ers paraded through the streets 
of Hettinger carrying signs reading: "No One Ever Broke 
Through Our Picket Lines; No One Ever Will" and "We Are 
Broke But They Have Not Got Our Goat." Bringing up the
end of the parade was a manure spreader which was sardoni-
2Scallv labeled: "Hoover's Platform." The marchers de­
scended upon a district meeting of the Lion's Clubs in 
Hettinger and unsuccessfully attempted to disrupt the pro™ 
ceedings. Surprisingly, there is no record of any picket­
ing or other militant action by the Adams County PHA other 
than this one incident.
pr
Highway picketing began at Minot and Makoti on
27September 22, at Donnybrook and Carpio on September 23,
26at Williston on September 27, and at Berthold and Par-
29shall on September 28. Other shipping points reported 
significant decreases in the amount of commodities mar­
keted and some scattered incidence of picketing.
“^"THsniitP Mo-nVo Minch Peed iicxceuxiig, largo 
Forum, September 23, 1932, p. 1. 
pa "Highway Picketed Near Minot," Minot Daily News,
September 22, 1932, p. 1.
27~r"Picketing Extended to Other Vicinities; No 
Force Employed," Minot Daily News, September 24, 193
O . r.
p
pb"Farm Strike Pickets Abandon Highways," Willis-
ton Herald, September 29, 1932, p. 1.
29 „Determined Picketeers Tighten Lines," Parshall
Plainsman, September 29, 1932, p. 1.
12
Although the blockades in North Dakota were gen­
erally short-lived, a number of incidents were reported.
Cn October 6, Minot picketers dumped some three and one- 
half tons of wool. A potentially explosive situation 
was averted at Parshall when a threat made by an anti­
strike group of farmers to run the blockade of the town's 
marketing centers never materialized. Also at Parshall, a
picketer was arrested and charged with assault after a lo-
31cal elevator operator was allegedly threatened. The 
charges were eventually dropped for lack of evidence.-5''
The North Dakota farm strike was officially called 
off on November 37« After a brief lull in activity, the 
FHA turned to planning strategy for the upcoming 1933 ses­
sion of the North Dakota legislature. Led by state presi­
dent Burdick, the FEA proposed a number of changes in the 
North Dakota code, Among these were laws providing a two- 
year removal of the penalty clause on delinquent tax pay­
ments, an increase in the personal exemptions allowable in 
foreclosure sales from one to two thousand dollars, a six- 
month notice on foreclosure sales instead of the legal one-
"Truckload of Wool Dumped by Pickets," Minot 
Daily News, October 8, 1932? p. 1.
7 T
- "Farm Strike Picket at Parshall Faces Assault 
and Battery Complaint," Mandan Daily Pioneer, October 11, 
1932, p. 1.
7 p.
 ̂ "Assault Case at Parshall Is Dismissed,"
Daily Pioneer, October 12, 1932, p. o.
Mandan
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month notice, a sixteen-month redemption period on fore­
closed property, and elimination of the "Blue Laws" re-
stricting business or recreational activities on Sunday.'""' 
At an FKA general meeting in Bismarck in January. 1955? 
the state Holiday group chose certain legislators to in- 
troduce these proposals.'' Most important, a state Coun­
cil of Defense was organized at this meeting; this group 
was made responsible for the forming of an anti-foreclo­
sure group in every county in the state that did not as 
yet have one.'" Resolutions passed at this January meet­
ing included a call for an embargo on wheat shipments from 
North Dakota and one urging FHA members to refrain from 
payment of debts until either cost of production prices 
were achieved or until debts were reduced to compensate 
for lower commod ity prices.
The State Counc:'l of Defense, formed at the Janu­
ary meeting, was not long in fulfilling its obligation to 
form similar groups in those counties that had not as yet
55"Elimination of Useless Laws Holiday Unit Aim," 
Cooperstown Griggs County Sentinel-Courier, December 29?
1952, p. 6.
giL" Elaine Weber, "The 1934 Transition Within Agra­
rian Protest Movements" (unpublished seminar paper, Uni­
versity of Nort;. Dakota, 1967), p. 2. Hereinafter cited 
ss Weber, "The 1934 Transition".
55 -"'"Holiday Unit Flans Defense," Fargo Forum, Janu-
55
f ^ 7,y *
btrikers
56v "Resistance to Foreclosures 







organised their own. these Councils, usually composed 
of the most militant farmers in each county * s PHA, were 
both the vanguard and. the organizers of the North Dakota 
version of the anti-foreclosure movement. The first mort­
gage sale disruption occurred on February 20, 1933 when a
57crowd estimated at over 1,000''' blockaded the Steele 
County sheriffs office in Finley and refused to allow 
him to leave to conduct a sale.'1
Several other foreclosure stoppages occurred in 
other North Dakota communities during 1933; however, Gov­
ernor William L. Danger's issuance of a moratorium on mort*
59gago foreclosures on April 17, 19337" made direct action 
less of a necessity in North Dakota than in other states. 
Danger's proclamation, which ordered the state militia to 
stop the sales, gave the North Dakota farmers a major 
lever with which to save their property.^
During the 1933 legislative session, a bill to
37 in?-! 0„
gage Sale," Fargo Forum, February 21, 1933, p. 1.
^  TO/ST.rrl IT AiO TN Cl. a r i  *1r«/ ~ — —- uT • *1 <*3 n v. M /“■*> ■v> +* t . -O----O “
ZQ'/°"Steele Farmers Stop Mortgage Action Monday," 
Coouerstown Grimgs Count Sentinel Courier, February 23,
1933, 1.
Z9 
f  J T
q x ______  -f* T.r 5 9O oUi.,} t/r.
ohn M. Hoizworth, The Fighting Governor; The
~ ^  ..illi&m Danger and the State of North Dakota
CChicago: The Pointer "Tress, 193533 p. 237 Hereinafter
cited as Hoizworth, The Fighting Governor.
40.Weber,"The 1934- Transition, p. 2
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legalise farm strikes and to provide militia protection
for the strikers was introduced by Senator William Martin 
*1-1ox Mandan. Stating that lie had introduced the measure 
after watching ", . . a strike in Iowa where they /""pre­
sumably county and state officials_J7 sent out sluggers to 
stop the farmers from striking," Martin defended his bill 
by saying:
You will find scabbers even among farmers, and we 
need this protection. The farm organizations are 
filling thick and fast, and when the year rolls __ 
around every farmer will belong to the Farmers / sic 7 
Holiday Association. This bill is for the benefit of 
the farmer.42
The debate centered around the provision regarding the 
use of the militia; nothing whatever was said about the 
right of the farmer to strike. The bill, however, was 
eventually defeated by the state House of Representatives.
The "Holiday faction" of the North Dakota legis­
lature— said to comprise forty-four House and fifteen Se.
43ate votes "--did succeed in pushing several measures
through . Arnnncr '̂hese war brlj. yiOvxuiUji auu.jLiionax ex*
er.iption from mortgage judgments, an enforcement prov xon 
for the anti-crops mortgage law, a chain-store tax law,
41 "Senate Wars Over Farm Strike Act," Far 
Forum, Febru ary l, 1955, p. 1.
42 T, . ,■ioia.
4 3 "Holiday ĵ ody Is Jubilant," Fargo For .m, Feb­
ruary 24, 1955, p. 5-
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and a bill providing for a one-year delay on mortgage 
foreclosure proceedings when authorized by the state 
courts. In the eyes of the Fargo Forum * s correspondent, 
the FRA faction developed into a "distinct political per­
sonality" during the 1935 session. He also reported that
"the Farm Holiday movement is all set to either swallow
/— -7 44the / Aonpartisan_/ League or to bolt from it. . . . "
Although the May 13, 1933 national holding action 
announced by the Farmers' Holiday Association did not rna- 
serialize, the North Dakota group remained, quite active 
A drive to recall Judge 4. H. Hutchinson of LaMoure was 
begun under the auspices of the FHA on May Judge 
Hutchinson had come under attack by the Holiday Associa­
tion because he had refused to halt mortgage foreclosures 
and judgment sales in accordance with Governor William 
Danger's proclamation, an edict which the judge deemed il 
legal.' Despite fiery speeches in support of the recall 
by Danger, ‘ and despite Burdick's claim that the signa­
tures necessary to get the election on the ballot had
44 -bid .
M'y3Lover, Cornbelt Rebellion, pp. 124-131,
•+o."Cakes Holiday Meeting to Discuss Hutchinson," 
Fargo Forum, A
47
v, 1933, p. 9.
("Hoiid ay Group votes to Back Hutchinson Recall,
17
oeea obtained well in advance of June JO, the move in- 
explicable never materialized.
North Dakota's FHA held its annual convention at 
Devils Lake on June 26 through June 30 and set aside June 
29 as "William Danger Day". Danger's close cooperation 
with the FEA had endeared him to the group's members and 
leaders."^ Other speakers at the meeting included John 
A. Simpson, president of the national Farmer's Union,
Milo Reno, president of the National Farm Holiday Associa­
tion, North Dakota Senator Lynn J. Frazier, end Congress­
man William Lemke. With some 3,000 FHA members in attend­
ance, Usher D. Burdick was re-elected state president of 
51the groups
4-8
With rising wheat and commodity prices, Midwest­
ern farmers remained relatively quiescent during the sum­
mer of 1933* When the fall harvest brought the usual
sharp drop in prices, however, the national FHA issued a
"'"Burdick Claims Names Assure Recall Ballot 
Against Hutchinson," Fargo Forum, June 2, 1933, p. .1*
49 Although Hutchinson recall rumors persisted in 
the state's press until late August, 1933, the recall 
never occurred. The most likely reason for this is that 
sufficient signatures were never obtained on the petitions, 
Another possibility is that Judge Hutchinson reached an 
agreement with Jovernor Danger on the moratorium issue, 
and the recall was therefore quietly dropped.
?0 . ,. p h^ W eb e r ,  "The 1934
31
rans: ; i o n. p. 3'
■Reno, Simpson at Devils Lake," Fargo Forum, 
June 2d, 1933, p. ?.
18
gene 1*8.1 strike order for October 21. 32 In North Dakota,
the strike call, which came when the state's organization 
was at the zenith of its popularity, v was preceded by 
Governor Larger's embargo proclamation of five days ear­
lier. Larger*s embargo forbade the shipment of any wheat 
or produce beyond the state's boundaries. Calling for 
suppoit of his embargo as a means of bolstering the farm 
strike,^"' the Governor indicated his complete sympathy 
with the Farmers' Holiday movement.
The autumn holding action of 1933 was not nearly 
as .‘/ell supported as the 1932 strike had been, ticketing
r~
was reported at Beifield, J'~' and strikers at Rock Lake for­
cibly prevented the shipment of livestock by locking the
57stockyards and destroying the loading platforms."’ All m  
all, however, North Dakota farmers responded sporadically 
and lethargically, ii at all, to the 1933 farm strike, and 
little came of it.
r ■r~N 2 2 o }}h c ve r, Cor no elt R e bellion, p. l^-£
■) _ uod 5 Tim>. J~. Lie Farmer Takes a HoiIdaJ 5 10
ol zworth , rhe Fight ing Governor , p * dv •
53..T-: r>1 1 OId .7 heat from Market, Governor Asks of
n, ” F ;o Forum, October 21, 1935, p. 1.
56 „3eIf ield harket Tied Up by Farm Kolid?
ckiri o 1-0on Dai ly Press , November 23, 1933, i) *
57
1 "IL.rm Strike Truce in Wisconsin Said Temporary 
he .sure," Kinot Daily News, November 2. , 1933. p. 1.
19
In 19J4 plans were made for a Farmers' Holiday 
Association-backed slate of candidates in the Democratic 
primary election.''1 However, at the PH A1 s special conven­
tion at New Rockford on March l»-20, the group formally en­
dorsed only incumbent William Lernke for Congress and moved 
to support state PKA president Burdick’s bid to unseat 
Congressman J. H. Sinclair, the members were urged to 
"vote independently" on the other state offices.''
The FHA’s involvement in state politics assumed 
major proportions in late July. Many members converged 
upon Bismarck to demonstrate their support for ousted Gov­
ernor Longer, who, after being convicted of fraud, had been 
replaced by Lieutenant-Governor Ole Olson. Setting up 
camp on the edge of Bismarck, the Holiday members marched 
en masse on the capitol and met with Acting-Governor Olson 
to urge him to call a special session of the legislature 
to review Lancer's conviction. ' Olson, protected by na­
tional Guardsmen, successfully persuaded the disgruntled *v
r. c.jCjJ "Holiday Group Planning Political Glare for 
. D. , " Fargo Forum, March 7, 192. 9-, p. 1.
59v "Burdick and Lernke Backed," Fargo Forum,V, v- 1 ,-i TOAh 1- Jl. ..a ^ J- . v • «, f- * «
f..r.Hoisv/orth, The Fighting Governor, p. 6c.
61 UT!.  ̂?r
u \ulp 2 1 , 1 9 ;L, p.
20
farmers to leave Bismarck without, violence and without 
winning their demand.
ihe 1934 FHA convention in Minot, held only a few 
days after the Bismarck fiasco, became a forum for ex- 
Governor Langer. Receiving a great ovation from the 
" " h- c-:i: ed up. . fchcir fight for "eco­
nomic justice" and asserted his innocence of the charges 
against him.0*” The meeting, aside from serving as proof 
of Langer’s popularity, resulted in the re-election of 
Usher L. Burdick as state president and a resolution to 
support both Burdick and Lertike for Congress.
Picketing and violence involving the Farmers' 
holiday Association again were the subject of North Dakota 
headlines in December, 1934. When workers at the Knerr 
Dairy in Fargo struck for better wages, the Cass County 
FHA helped the union men to man the picket lines. In an 
assault case growing out of the strike, the local presi­
dent of the FHA was arrested in the beating of a non-
SBstriking worker. " Because of the charge, waich was later 
dropped, the FHA was the target of a restraining order
62 "Holiday Group Hears Langer," Fargo Forum, 
■jly 26, 1934, p. 1.
°3 tt-o.Suttermaker Beaten in Dairy Plant Labor Row," 
'ar.go Forum, December 13, 19r4, p. 1.
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which forbade chern to picket.'
By the time of the state FHA convention in July, 
1935? the organization was rapidly losing both its mem­
bership and its effectiveness. The convention, held in 
Bismarck, became a factional battle between FHA'ers who 
were Communist Party members and those wKo supported nov~ 
ornor Walter Welford. At one time breaking into complete 
disorder, the meeting was marked by bitter charges between 
the various groups. A specific cause of the dissension 
was two handbills, circulated among the delegates, which 
attacked Congressman Burdick, Governor Welford, national 
FHA president Milo Reno, and Senator Frazier. The hand­
bills branded these leaders "reactionary” and '’self-seek­
ing.” The convention eventually endorsed Welford’s admin­
istration but only after many FHA members who were also
r nr
state employees had crowded into the meeting.0" A splin­
ter Worth Dakota Holiday Association appeared late in Oc­
tober, 1935? at Devils Lake. Ostensibly formed to collect 
funds to back Hanger's appeal of his fraud conviction, the 
new group was speedily disclaimed by the state FHA and
°/+”Holiday Group Is Restrained,” Fargo Forum,
Dee embe r 18, 19 A  ? p. 12.
'■^"Holiday Unit Squelches Revolt by 'Communists'," 
Fargo Forum, July 26, 1935? P♦
•$4
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soon faded into ob 1 ivion. '1
Symptomatic of the decline of the North Dakota 
farmers* Holiday Association was the fact that a mere 200 
members attended the 1936 state convention at New Hock- 
ford. although scattered local units were still virile 
organizations, by this time the state group was miniscule 
ia s . t_,e and probably nearly as limited in influence. The 
convention endorsed Burdick for re-election to Congress 
and supported Larger in his bid to regain the Governor's 
chair. Its most significant act, however, was a call is­
sued for the formation of a third party for local and 
state elections. This call, undoubtedly the work of 
Burdick, who was at this time the campaign manager of 
William Lemke * s abortive presidential candidacy on the 
Union Party ticket, was apparently an attempt to draw 
support away from the established parties. As it turned 
out, the third-party movement never came close to getting 
off the ground.
The North Dakota Farmers’ Holiday Association 
died an unobtrusive death sometime late in 1937* Al­
though the group went through the motions of a state con-
b O «| f t n * nholloay Heads
’ 22, 1933» o. 1.
°7"Holiday Group
1936, p. £ «
vention, and Oliver Rosenberg of New Rockford was elected 
state president, few people bothered even to come to the 
meeting. The most important resolution parsed at the con­
vention advocated collective bargaining by county PHA 
units with farm creditors.
The five-year career of the FHA in North Dakota 
was very long-lived when compared to Holiday groups ' n 
oth K'. ... x,. s :.ates. Undoubtedly this was because of
the organization's close contact with state politics and 
the responsiveness of political leaders to the demands of 
the Holiday Association. Governor William Danger, Senator 
Lynn J. Frazier, and Congressman William Lemke, among 
others, all spoke frequently at PHA meetings. Frazier and 
Lemke actively pushed Holiday-endorsed legislation in Con­
gress; they co-sponsored a Federal farm mortgage morato­
rium bill that passed in 1954- and. was sustained by the Su­
preme Onr.rt i.n 1 9 5 ? A Frazier-Lemke measure providing 
for inflationary and cheaper farm credit, another FHA pro­
posal, was defeated by Congress in 1956 after four years 
of political wrangling. Governor Danger not only insti­
tuted his 1933 grain embargo in response to a FHA demand, 
but he also relied on county FHA groups to see to it that
July
"Bargaining by Farmers Seen," 
1937, ?. 2.




his mortgage foreclosure moratorium was obeyed.‘0 State 
Holiday president Usher L. Burdick, who was elected to 
Congress in 1934- but retained his FRA position until 
1936, was another link between the organization and North 
Dakota politics. Unquestionably, these four politicians 
viewed the FHA as a useful base of support and made every 
effort to cater to the organization’s demands. Their in­
timate relationship with the North Dakota Farmers' Holi­
day Association was evidence that the - was ^wtent
political force in the s .
Usher L. Burdick wrote: "Ihe purpose of 
the FHA was to stop foreclosures and when that was 
stopped, there was no more use for a Holiday Association 
and it d i s b a n d e d . T h e  Holiday Association grew out of 
a need and died when that need was met. Another reason 
for the attachment of the members to the FHA was the great 
personal magnetism of its leaders; when these men either




Burdick and Leake apparently later repented
Both men's p 
.cant references to
IxO -w ̂ U cXj A b b
pers contain only scattered and in-
nneir close connection with the Farmers- no iaa^
signifi  the FHA. Whether their desire 
to dissassociate themselves from the movement was due to 
the FH.'!s latter-day radicalism or to some other factor
is a question .oithy of some speculation. liam Lange:
papers i 
FHA, bu- this
much 1 •better s of it lc terial concerning the
72
collection has also been somewhat purged. 
Dodd, "The Farmer Takes a Holiday," p. 102.
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died or moved on to other positions, the PHA declined.
What remains to be investigated, however, is the 
nature of the public and private response to the organi­
zation. To that purpose, this study, a compilation of the 
reactions of thirty-nine North Dakota newspapers to the 
formation and activities of the FHA, is primarily di­
rected. A number of conclusions are obvious. First, rhe 
study shows quite clearly that while the Farmers' Holiday 
Ass ociation* s announced goals were received with great en­
thusiasm, the press was much more skeptical about the meth­
ods with which the FHA proposed to attain them. This 
study also points out the mistrust with which the press 
regarded the motives of the FHA’s leaders, the reluctance 
with which it accepted the organization's assault upon the 
established debtor-creditor relationship, and the i~ . ..ate 
defense the pr-ess provided the judiciary when m e  FHA at­
tempted to impose its will upon this supposedly inviolate 
American institution. Finally, this paper shows that be­
cause of the autonomous nature of the FHA's organizational 
structure in North Dakota, press reaction was based pri­
marily on -the actions of the local unit.
CHAPTER II
A QUESTION OF METHODS
A number of factors were instrumental in deter­
mining North Dakota press reaction to the Farmers* Holi­
day Association. Of these, the views of the newspaper's 
owners, advertisers, and subscribers influenced the edi­
tor's pen; any of these groups were in a position to put 
economic pressure on the editor. The politics of the edi­
tor or publisher, too, determined whether an individual 
paper would support the activities of the FHA. Respect 
for traditional relationships also played an important 
role. The FHA, which threatened to upset established 
parts of the social system such as the debtor-creditor 
and buyer-seller relationships, could not hope to win 
overwhelming support from the state's newspapers. These 
factors are worthy of a more detailed consideration.
In agricultural North Dakota, prosperity on the 
farms has meant economically healthy businesses in the 
towns and cities. The converse has also been true: when 
the farmers have been without money, local businessmen 
have soon felt a similar pinch on their pocketbooks. Be-
26
onc. /
cause of this close relationship, most North Dakotans, 
whatever their occupations, have been intimately concerned 
with the farmer's economic well-being. Newspapermen have 
been more concerned than otner businessmen, for while gro­
ceries or machinery are essential to the farmer, a news­
paper is not. Bearing this in mind, North Dakota newspa­
pers have catered to the state's rural population perhaps 
more carefully than other non-farm businesses. In general, 
they have sympathized with the farmer, provided an active 
lobby for him, and have attempted to direct him into activi­
ties which would, in the editor's estimation, be beneficial 
both to agriculture and to other interests that affect the 
welfare of the newspaper.
nevertheless, most North Dakota newspapers have 
tended to be politically conservative. Radical action of 
any kind was, they counseled, not in the best interests of 
the state. In the case of the Nonpartisan League during 
1 9 1 5  and 1 9 1 6 , most rural newspapers fell in line with the 
movement because their subscribers, the farmers, were over­
whelmingly in favor of it. In contrast, the larger city
^ 1press was almost unilaterally aligned against the NFL. 
Evidently, a "proximity factor" played a significant part,
'Larry R. Remele, !i h 
North Dakota Press" (unpubl... . 
of North Dakota, 1968), 0. 4L
e Nonpartisan League and the 
hed seminar paper, University
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along with the views of t. >,e advertisers and the
f inane ia.1 backers. 3m al1--town papers, which wer
home-owned , and the 1 oc a*7 businesses which adver
paper’s
them, knew better than to 50 aga:nst an organization with 
which many of their constituents were in sympathy. On 
the other hand, the larger-city press, more often owned 
by a corporation and used by multi-owner concerns for 
sales promotion, could afford to try to reverse the tide 
because neither they nor their customers were as directly 
dependent on the farmer for revenue. In the 1930*s, the 
situation, with one exception, was much the same, news­
papers in the state’s larger cities opposed the FHA’s meth­
ods; however, in this case, many smaller publications took 
a similar stand, Predictably, the smaller anti-Holiday 
papers were usually located in areas which were not sol­
idly organized, and the editor was therefor-- under less 
pressure to present a favorable opinion of the Holiday As­
sociation.
Certain techniques of news management were em­
ployed by Worth Dakota editors in dealing with the PEA. 
fhe typical editor found that he did net have to editori­
alize either to form public opinion or to reflect editoria 
viewpoints. C-ther devices were available for this pur­
pose. Often simply ignoring a movement proved to be both
the best editorial or the most judicious reaction. t**-i- 1 ex
newspaper editor refused to comment on a prominent sub- 
ject, the public might begin to ruestion the movement's 
significance. If a group or movement gained popularity in 
spite of the editor's silence, he still had not lost any 
readers by opposing the popular will. Hence, the editor, 
without wasting a line of print, could survive by not com­
mitting himself.
If a story or an ongoing series of events became 
too prominent tc ignore completely, the editor had yet 
another device for minimizing its effect on the public. 
By relegating the articles dealing with it to the inside
pages of the paper, he effectively downgraded the import­
ance of the movement and probably caused some of his read­
ers to miss the stories altogether. Conversely, those 
movements which met with the editor’s approval were likely 
to be given position and space far out of proportion to 
their* actual significance. In North Dakota, several news­
papers were so blatantly pro-Nonpartisan League that other 
news was crowded out of their columns. This device, either 
forcing something upon the public, or removing it from 
their attention, was cuite obviously a method of edito-
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Farmers to ’S1 rike'"II i * » ij | was the 2-rand Forks Herald's
announcement oi the Jamestown meetinr which formed the
Otemporary North Dakota branch of the FEA.‘" Every daily 
paper in the state carried lengthy Associated Press sto­
ries about the progress of the national organization, and 
the weekly press followed suit. Most stories about he 
new state association carefully outlined the background 
of the FHa , tended to play up the idea of cost of produc­
tion, and generally commented on the rapid growth of the 
movement. Editorial comment of the FHA first appeared in 
the Handan Daily Pioneer. Making no obvious references 
to any specific organization, the Pioneer questioned 
whether any rroup would be able to hold the farmers to a 
withholding agreement if prices rose markedly:
While such movements have taken place before, they 
have never reached the present proportions. . . .
The great difficulty lies in tying down the farmers 
to living up to the agreement. Without question 
should the price of wheat advance to 70 or 80 cents 
there would be a rush to market at that price and 
glutting of the market would result in a drop to 
the present levels or nearly so, 3
How., ver, after sounding this note of skepticism, the Pio­
neer went o to e unment that "businessmen in every line are
i rdinching' foi the success of the farmers' marketing nove-
,>. 4
13trike'", Orand Forks Herald, 
d i t c i ■ i a 1 , i ■ a n d a n D 3 ~i 1 y P i o ne e r , A u g u s t ; , 1782,
...u Farmers tc 
A u us t 1, lb; 0, u . 1.
neat. . . . ” In this one editorial were two ideas that 
were re pea '-ed again and a rain in the press during the 
early months of the FHA's life: disbelief in the farm­
ers' ability to stick together if the prices rose, and 
assurance that local businessmen were totally in sympathy 
with the movement.
During early and raidlie August of 19??, nearly 
every newspaper in North Dakota continued to report the 
progress of the Holiday Association's organizational ef­
forts. The pres; found itself hard-put to find suffi­
ciently expressive metaphors with which to denote the 
farmers' response to FHA organizational meetings*
.h
Phrases such as "packed to the d o o r s a n d  "rousing mass 
meeting"" permeated their accounts of these gatherings.
At this time the Minot Dailv News was among the first to 
note the intimate connection between the Farmer's Union 
and the FEA. It commented: "Thruout [ sic 7 the state, 
officials of the Farmer's Union are utilizing their 
cunty and township setups to facilitate quick organiza- 
ion of the Holiday movement." The Daily News report
c TTJ *0<_X - i. '~i
t O
H u
■ ,ew Fo ck fo r d T r a n s c r i p t , A11 1 2 , 19:?, p. 1.
'"Barthold Farmers Approve 11 V/her.t Holiday Pro­
ject, " Berthe Id Tribune, Au -ust 11, 1222, p. 1.
ituzat] on o-r 'tHoliday* Movement in Hard
•cunty iownships Being Speeded," Minot Daily News, Augustic-'g n i ^
, -t j  - , t' * - «
was based on the fact that in Ward County, as in many 
other places, the first chairman of the FHA was also the 
county's Farmer's Union head.
In reporting the FHA’s initial membership drive, 
the press was somewhat confused by the concurrent appear­
ance of the "Dollar Wheat Association,” a group which also 
sought to unite the state’s farmers to withhold their pro­
duce from the market. One paper, berouddled by the simi­
larity between the two groups, went so far as to report 
that the Dollar Wheat Association’s president, Del Willis
of Tolna, was the leader of the North Dakota Farmer's Holi- 
7day movement.' Although the Dollar Wheat organization re­
ceived the formal endorsement of Governor Shafer and called
* Pits strike for August 16, it faded from the scene as the 
FHA gained statewide strength.
In the initial period, news coverage on the FHA 
ranged in tone from the very friendly to detached "only 
the facts" reporting. On the one hand, the Berthold Trib­
une * s news story was an extended populistic support of 
the farmers:
'"McLean Faces Farm Strike," Garrison McLean 
County Independent, August 18, 1932, p. 1.
Wheat Farmers ’Strike’ Meeting Monday,
Fargo Forum. August 14-, 1932, p. 1
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Such a movement started in Iowa only a few weeks 
ago and already the idea is being adopted in nine­
teen western states, and it looks like it. may be the 
answer to the farm problem. Everywhere the farmer 
is no longer fighting with his back to the wall— he 
has been driven away from the wall and is making his 
last stand on the brink of a precipice. If he goes 
over now, he will be hopelessly crushed, and the na­
tion will go with him. . . .
. . . About the only answer to the present con­
ditions as it affects the west, is a "fair price for 
all agricultural products." The east has got all the 
money left in the country, and the west has got all 
the eats. Now seems to be the logical time to put 
through a deal that will allow us to live«9
At the other extreme, the Dickinson Daily Press made no 
comment, editorially or otherwise, when it announced the 
formation of a Holiday group in Stark County
In reporting the progress of FHA organizing, some 
papers quoted extensively from the local leaders of the 
movement, and thereby made de facto policy statements of 
support for the movement. In this way, the editor hedged 
his compliance with the tenets of the FHA and saved face 
with the more conservative elements in his community.
For instance, the Williston Herald cautiously editorial­
ized: "If public opinion is the actual force which deter­
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ho1d Tribune, August 11,
$1 Wheat holiday Proj- 
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Press, A .gust 30, 1932, p. 1.
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their proposed strike hands down. 11 xii the same isslie
the Herald carried a news story which quoted Harvey Sol-
.ie need action— drastic, radical and direct ac­
tion to deal with drastic conditions. You have 
lost life savings and face the loss of your homes.
Do something 1 . . .
. . . You farmers have nothing to lose. It is 
a case of either fight or take the peasant's yoke.
The time for talk is past. . J .12
Obviously, through such an editorial-news story combina­
tion, the Herald both informed the public and maintained 
its position as a calm voice cf moderation. Such careful 
recounting of Solberg’s statements was not totally essen­
tial to an adequate news story; yet, if the story was 
questioned, the editor had merely to point to the edi­
torial to prove that the paper advocated a much milder
Dakota generally included several paragraphs pointing 
out that the local business and community leaders were 
fully behind the movement. The best example of this ap­
peared in the hjnot Daily News. Reporting that a mass
rme
Hews stories concerning FHA organizing in North
meeting of armers and businessmen had approved the prin-





ciples of the PH A, the Daily News also printed 
of quotations from participants in the gathering. None 
of those quoted expressed any misgivings about the organi­
zation. If anything, a mood of desperation prevailed.
One telling statement the paper reported was, "I don't 
know exactly where we are going, but I am ready to jump 
into this [ the farm strike_7* The Watford City 
McKenzie County Farmer also editorially noted the busi­
nessman's favorable response to the Holiday movement:
"Practically without exception every citizen in North Da-
14-kota is behind the proposed 'Holiday' or strike." One 
paper, the McLean County Independent, commended Garri­
son's businessmen for cheir endorsement of the FHA:
. . , There is no half-way method used b. Garrison's 
business interests. When they decide on a course 
they go all the way. Other cities in the state 
would do well to wake up to the seriousness of the 
situation and lend the farmers a helping hand in 
their fight for existence.15
August 15, 1952, brought the beginning of the 
national Farmers' Holiday Association strike, and as the
Iowa holding action eruptsinto violence, North Dakota 
gapers filled their front pages with wire-service ac-
Ip "Farmers ana Husinessmen Vis -* ~ v-\ IF pvy i. a  . J v 0comic He-
CO"very if Price of 'h r). eat Pises, " Mi no /■ Daily news,
Au ust 1 - P. •%JL c
i*+iditorial , /.at ford City McKenzie County Fanner,f « .gust ? * 19; 2 , P * k-)- w
15Iditor i a 1 , Garrison McLean County Indepe ndert,
Jy U gust .-“*N f*" 1 Q - P P* 4.
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Iowa events, used the opportunity to theorize about the
strike's possibilities, or engaged in speculation about
an assumed affinity between the farmers and organized 
labor.
Immediate attention went to the violence. Tak­
ing a decidedly negative attitude toward, the Iowa events, 
the Litchville Bulletin, a Barnes County weekly, asserted
The tactics being used by certain Iowa farmers 
in their attempt to enforce the farm strike are all 
wrong and will do more to defeat their cause than 
anything else. They could better afford to let a 
few truckloads of produce get to market than to try 
to stor> them by force and a display of mob violence 
A great m a j o r i t y  of the people look upon the prob­
lems of the farmers with sympathetic understanding 
but continuation of trie Iowa tactics will dissapate 
C *  ic 7 the sympathy altogether, without which the 
strike cannot hope to bear good fruit. Violence 
will defeat, rather than enhance, the chances of 
the movement's strike.16
In stronger 1 anguage , the daily 1
though n01 r 1* O t h e legality of a '
fumed: "Th<9 us t 0 1 x 0 roe to pre'
ing to sell from marketing their
tolerated . if«» * 17 i;ir3 rieraldhe H  did nor, however, recom-
h
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torisl, Libchville Bulletin, Aurust 19 * 1 o
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wend nay alternatives to the non-striking farmers. In a 
somewhat milder tone, the weekly Rugby Pierce County 
Tribune expressed the opinion that violent tactics were 
certain "to end in a blind alley. " " 0 The Valley City 
Ti mes-Record, a semi-weekly, while not approving of the 
violence, justified it as necessary to prove the FHA’s 
strength:
These great movements are hound to carry along 
with them some things that shouldn't come about—  
the picketing of roads and premises to stop market­
ing, and in so doing the terra might be applied "the 
just suffer with the guilty." In other words, no 
big movement of any kind gets by unless there is 
some sort of drastic line of procedure to put in 
play— and that is what is happening in Iowa and 
other places. . . . 1 9
A somewhat more militant support of the PHA was 
the weekly Garrison McLean County Independent's demand 
that "the man who deserts his brother farmers in this 
battle should be given a shirker's reward."^ The Bis­
marck Capital, a semi-weekly located in the state’s capi­
tal city, summed up the entire controversy by saying: 
"Unlike usual strikes, this one seems to have aroused the 
editors of the most conservative and respected papers to 
make comment on the justice of the move if not exactly
.i'U:' St
'Here and There," Rugby Pierce County Tribune,
1952, p. b.
 ̂''Edit orial
1 vA O v > O
Ed it orial 
August 2p, 19.2', g.
, Valley City Times-Record, August 26
, Garrison McLean County Independent, 
4. * . . ” ' ' ~ ~
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piapproving the method. . . .
Speculating about the possibilities of the Holi­
day movement was a favorite pastime of North Dakota edi­
tors during the national strike period. Quite prevalent
among the resulting editorials was the conception of the
22SKA as an "educational campaign" seeking to "impress
the farmers with the fact that if they will stand together
--they can sell, instead of stand and deliver, their proa-
2'2inets on the market." ' The Litchvilie Bulletin perhaps 
put this idea most succinctly: "If the farmers will 
really learn . . .  to help themselves, the present hard 
times may be a blessing in disguise. Along other
lines, the Berthold Tribune, a Ward County weekly, con­
ceived of trie future role of tne FHA as that of an organi­
zation which "may have to restrict production as well as
x-\ r~
try to force prices up temporarily. . . . "  Finally, 
tangible results of the Iowa strike were noted by the 
Handan Daily Pioneer. Commenting that milk prices paid
^Editorial, Hebron Herald, August 25, 1932, p. 2. 
Reprinted from the Bismarck"'CapTEal.
Ss-
o. H .
Editorial, Minot Daily News, August IS, 1332,
Editorial, Wi11i st o n Her aid, August 25, 1932,
 ̂ Lditoria1, Li tchville Bulletin, September 2,
1 '/ y CZ p * . «
-'"Farmers' Holiday Awaits Permanent Organiza­
tion," Berthold Tribune, Angust 25, 1952, p, 1.
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dO
10 farmers in the strike zone had improved because of 
the holding action, the Pioneer determined that this suc­
cess had laid the groundwork for other price increases.
the third general drift of editorials during the 
August national strike linked the interests of agricul­
ture and labor. In this, the editors evidenced a certain 
class consciousness; both the farmer and the laborer were 
thought to be allied against the moneyed interests. On 
these grounds, the North Dakota press took great pains to 
point out the inter-relationship between the farmer's 
problems and industrial unemployment. Answering a letter 
claiming that under-consumption, not over-production, was 
the real farm problem, the Minot Daily Hews commented:
Lack of buying power in the agricultural district 
has had much to do with idleness in industrial cen­
ters. ’Pith farmers able to supply their needs it 
is anticipated many industrial workers will again 
fi id work and buy 60d eggs.27
./it h similar intent, the Pax shall Plainsman, a weekly lo­
cated in the northwestern part of the state, noted:
. . . withholding produce cannot injure the labor­
ing class for the reason that they are unable to buy 
it now. Hie strike and higher nrices will give the 
agriculturalists buying power, and when that class 
starts buying, labor will be called in to help manu­
facture the merchandise demanded. If the farmers
Editorial, handan Daily Pioneer, August 1:32,
c~! "Svervbcdv' s Column," Mi no v Daily Hews , Au ust 
, lgp<--, p* 3«
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cannot at the purchasing power shey demand there is 
not much hope for labor.28
In so carefully delineating th..j farmer-labor re­
lationship, North Dakota's editors apparently hoped to 
prove that the farm strike was actually in the best in-
„abor, even if retail food prices were certain 
;he strike was successful. Undoubtedly at the 
as the old Populist notion of the farmer 
depended the prosperity of everyone. 
Ions? as the militancy of the FHA had not shown 
itself in North Dakota, the state's press remained rela­
tively unemotional about the movement. However, with the 
formal opening of the state holiday on marketing of pro­
duce and the resulting picketing and disruption of busi­
ness, the ?FA became the leading issue in North Dakota.
Ihe most attention "he movement ever received occurred be­
tween September 22 and October 19, 1 9 ,1 - In ibis one-
terests of la
b/ o rise ± X th
1 , 4- 
U-' bk wtom ox i z all
s s the man on wh
l ng
.onth snan, North Dakota editors final tooj£ recogniz­
able positions, and unabashed anti-Holiday feeling came 
cut into the open.
Pro/ the time of the first FTL- organizing in 
North Dakota, the use of persuasion, rather than force, 
in implement!nr the fr-j.-m strike had been reiterated over
y'- -t.v -r-»'Pditci-ial, Par shall Piai nsuar., August 28, 1992,
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and over. The i o e ci, Hs A• G
Farmer*s Union president, i -i
your neighbor : i to h up to go
luce, go over and s i+-V o n his
. Burgescn, the ,'ard Count
you see
. .. p°>until you convert ;.i\i." In accordance with this idea, 
no picketing had been planned by the state’s FHA execu­
tive committee when they issued the North Dakota strike 
order for September 20. Therefore, when picketing began 
at Minot on September 22, tost people were incredulous.
I he reaction of former Governor Walter Haddock was typi- 
c al:
If there is picketing being done, they / the 
farmers_7 have gone over the head of Usher L. Bur­
dick, the president of the state Holiday 8. s s o c ia~ 
tion, who has plainly declared himself opposed to 
picket!ng.
I thot [_ sic 7 they had decided to go so this 
thing in an orderly way. I would have counselled 
agai:- st picket!ng. $ 0
The issue involved in the North Dakota strike, 
according to the daily Grand Forks Herald, which was pub­
lished in tne northeastern part of the state, was one of 
rihts and priv i 1  e :es :
. . .u i-out question, farmers, whether acting
iiugly o
q -f" V  •, q j 4" v wwu y i j.nn>
n concert, have a right to withhold their
produce fro::: the market if they choose to do so,
"organ'' zation of ’Holiday1 Movement i hard 
County Townships Being Speeded," Hinot Paily News, 
August 8 , 1132, p. 1.
Af "Highway Picketed Near Minot," Minot Daily 
News, September 22, i’yp2, p. 1.
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whether in the hope of obtaining better prices or 
for any other reason. Especially, those farmers who 
wish to deliver and sell their products have a right 
to do so without question. In North Dakota, if 
farmers wish to be guided by the advice of Mr. Bur­
dick as to what to do with their products, they have 
that privilege. If other farmers do not care to ac­
cept his advice or recognise his authority, they are 
under no obligation to do so.
In all these matters, it is to be remembered that 
it is easier to start a riot than to stop it, and that 
quite often, when real trouble arises, those who 
started it are conspicuous by their absence.31
hi the opinion of the weekly Carrington Foster’ County In-
dependent, the picketing question was much less complex: 
"The farmers today are confronted with a simple but dire 
problem— a higher price for farm products or utter anni- 
1 at ion l_ sic 7."̂
The major apprehension about highway picketing 
was the possibility of violence. On the second day of 
the Ward County blockade, the K'not Daily Hews, obviously 
fearing the verst, reported that it had checked with
twenty Mine.. puysicians and four local hospitals and had
'2.
found no incidence of strike-related in juries." " 1  he next 
day, in an editorial entitled, "Let's Keep Cool," the 
Daily Lews stated its concern:
31 - - -< 
h-T
itoriai, Crane Forxs Herald, Septemb 22,
y ~Editorial, 0a.rrington Foster Oount.y Independent,
/i;'> teciber 2c., 19 i2jy if •
'Tighten Pickst Li nes on Ro 
o w s, £ e p f e m b e r 21, 1 ; 2, p. 1.
," Minot Dally
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* « « *w- n Jvikes of any kind furnis a time for the ex-
ereise of calm j ud:orient. Cool heads are necessary .* «i
.11 cot b usine ssn e n h op<e that the f arm strike pro-
duces the de si red results ; that it r s handled in an
orderly manner without threats or intimidation;„and _ 
that disinterested parties are not annoyed of / sic / 
the ir a,vement s ia terfered with. 34
rerha os in r
haps in reaction to *
be ing usea by Minot
*7 »»'V e . Sbee f  |rr* i  o i . reaffi
ing" in 8 dr ci Xly News
lar or newspapers re
The Williston Herald.
• 4
y to m e  hi in or paper's
if the peace was broken, and called for avoidance of "the
Af.methods of the racketeer and gangster.""'" Added the Wah
veto n ill cm land County Farmer- Globe, a semi-week 1;/ oub-
lished in the largest citv in the state's southeastern
corner, "ike Farmer-Kc1 j o ay movement is a noble expert-
n ient, a r d  n c h a r m w ill come from the unc.erta.kin ■ if vio-
lence and. radicalism is / sic 7 discouraged from the
7 n
c o **■4 *V. Ca vL M C
~ r
'  editorial, ivi2 not Daily Hews, deptember 2 4 ,  1932,
« "r «
7, r.
T..,o Tr i 4.•» :.i Cl j: x C i  v ' ers u.a y  L.t Food Gome Thru. to Local
Markets," Minot Daily News, S e p . e in b e r 2  c , 1 9 2 2 , © -o. *
ocEditorial, fillIston Herald, September 29, 1932,
u .1 J ,e e^oer
ym n top j. q no. j' ran tv w; —
m .• • y ~y 
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Kadi c ■ 1 isni, t ike violence, was snother of - -
„e..sed f -ar expounded by North Dalrota editors d ur i
9ft strike. The Willi s o o n ii e *' 3.1 d headlined tvi e ■ 17 i
?x-
ouxilv FKA cha '• rrn.an s charre that Communists had organizes
• '  ~.v
WO-d£gy out or eak of
: uber . * x . ■. , 4. W 0 ii 0 U. O uj, s au
55orization." Inflammatory head­
line writing appeared in the Mandan Daily Pioneer when it
entitled a news story, "N.D, Communists Threatened to Hang
'Z.Qelevator Man If He Bought Any Crain."'" In the text of the 
story, however, the central North Dakota publication of­
fered no proof to back up the allegation of the headline, 
iditorially, the Wahpeton Rich1 and Count, Farmer-Globe 
earned:
fJ
u- V - t.
The great danger confronting those who are at 
one head of the Farmers1 Holiday movement is that £ 
swarm of professional criminally inclined agitators 
may come into the state. T -is would be a sure indi­
cation of failure and should be guarded against.40
"The farm marketing holiday seems to be making
some pickings for ’reds’ and professional organizers,”
41dm,red the weekly Mott Pioneer Press !ven with these
y ' "Pern, Strike Pickets Abandon Highways," y/illis- 
. .eraia, Sect ember 29, 1952 , p. 1.
go M..D. Corm-unists Threatened to Hang Elevator 
.aa If He Bought Any Grain," .n  nd an Daily Pi oneer, Octo­
ber b, 1952, p. 1 .
h r\M-0 -r ; itorial, V/ahpeton Richland County Farmer- 
jlooe, October lb, 1952, p . 8 ... ’
). 2.
41Editorial, Mott Pioneer Press, October 6, 1932,
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slurs, the issue of radicalism was not mentioned nearly 
as much during this early period as it was later in the 
organization's history.
Other uncomplimentary comments were directed at 
the FHA during the Fall, 1952, strike activity. Assert­
ing that "the farm strikers are the only business men in 
the world that would turn down a customer,” the Dickinson 
Daily prs0s snidely concluded: "They the town business- 
men_/ still believe the ‘ customer is always right. ' " ri~
The Grand Forks Herald, debunking the movement's outlook 
and goals, also claimed that it lacked "leadership which
h 7can command any confidence."’'' One further charge, that 
of individuals making "political capital of human distress 
and misfortune," appeared in the weekly Oakes Times when, 
io a letter to the editor, a former Dickey County FHA or­
ganizer declared be would have nothing more to do with the 
group until it had "purged itself of its self-seeking po- 
x'tical leadership."
Several newspapers perched securely on the edi- 
tor5.al fence during the North Dakota strike. Their com-
42,
;-2 , p. h.
4 4
11 i t o r i a 1, Dick Ins on Daily Press , Septe m b e r 2.4,
-il/Ci -i.GOr i  a i ,
4 «
44 l»e .j~ ...e rs  f r
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W*. p y d , p » 4
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merits on the movement were visibly res trained in tone and 
conveyed the impression of sober reflectiveness; usually 
they ended their editorials with somber warnings against 
the FHA's radical tendencies. One of these papers, the 
Fargo Forum, published in North Dakota's biggest city, 
cautiously noted that the strike was mostly aimed at 
"shocking the consciousness of the nation . . . through 
the stomachs of the people."+'’ The weekly Minot Ward 
County Independent concurred but added: "Picketing is al­
ways fraught with dangers. Counsul /"sic 7 should be taken
46from the cooler heads." ■ Confirming that farmers had the
right to strike, the daily Wi 1 1  i s t on Heraid modified its
former position somewhat by asserting:
. . . Patience and reason should be constantly born 
/ sic 7 in mind during the progress of the strike. 
Patience and reason will finally solve the issues 
that are involved in the no:t spectacular protest 
the farmer has ever made against the generally ad­
mitted injustices under which he is working.4?
itese carefully anti-incitive editorials reflected some
lesire by their writers to have the best of both worlds,
setter farm prices along with law and order.
*1 "XV •
.:,;er
1X1 !.orif.il, Fi‘,1^0 Forum, Ceplembex* 27, 1952,
46.. J i • • •' a] , Kbiot Ward County Independent, Gep-
1 . , p. 6.
Tutorial, ’./ill i ston herald, October 17. 1932.
. -t
4?
huite certain of w) j. ’ C : side t!>ey were os, other
edi tors were not so concernod with legality and order11-
ness. Representative of t\ <. :i s oosibio;., the Garrison
henean County Independent explained:
f: - e I ni e pe iiden t i s no t f und arn e n t a 1 ly in favor of
d i sorderly conduct or i 1 legal measures. But it can-not b e 1 p b u t tbin k 1; h nt a 11 this talk about legalclD (1 orderly procedure bef ore the farmers have really
begun striking is just another way of throwing cold 
water on the movement. . . *46
The Independent also nointed out that oicketing "has prob­
ably been the most effective method yet devised of {_ sic /
ilQcause serious thought to be given to the farm problem.M 
Opinions in other solidly pro-Holiday papers contributed 
both ideas and encouragement. Telling the farmers to hold 
out for a permanent voice in the marketing procedure. the 
weekly Bottineau Courant, located :.n the north-central re­
gion of the state, avowed that asking for anything less
"It pays to play a waitingw as as k i n. ? too 1 i 111 e .po
ame," chanted the weekly Barthold Tribune, and exhorted:
a \You stick and he'll stick.; ai- »»pl
,ent eraser
ditorial, n■JC cerr is or Me Le an y r- - ] vj 4“ "i r o -si i 4. yj ̂ Independent,IQ v,p * 4 .
ditorial, vj Cirrj son MeLe a n Qh '-‘"tty. Independent,i a >’ ?5 ■+- M s'- } * h.■ »
.. ‘ i or : -a 1, Bo - i meau ooumut, os v>ooer y, j_̂ c.,
Oi 1 itonal, vert hole Trobune, êpuenibex* , X ,:po .
4c
, , r«V '■ •ar the most e n t h u s i a s t i c a d v o c i f ;rous pres.
fa..;; port ex- of the Farmer'S * no 11 . ay As soc j. a u j. o n I:; 1932 was
the Parshall ir x 3 X .X SIH St. 11 # From the beginning af the North
Dakota strik<9 un 111 Gc t.ober If, this small weel ly 1 o~
cated in the northwen tern section of the state devoted 
almost all of each of its issues to the movement and made 
no pretense whatsoever of bein~ less than totally in favor
e peak of the strike activity near 
claimed that "everyone feels that it
y -a
ny independence,"'£" and then notified 
■ - is readers: "Don't look for the Plainsman next week, 
there is no business, our exchequer is empty and we'd
c f the strike. At
rarsnal 1 -Jv. 0 A. A W t2 d i 10
is now or ricdvê : for
rather be cr­ on the ticket lines an wav.
used the strike as a means of criticizing Governor Shafer
and other state officials who were not as pro-FKA as the
editor judged they should be:
. . . . And every man who is pulling down a salary 
out of the taxpayer's money, had better get into 
the fracus and see to it that his shoutings and his 
actions have the right tingle. The county or state
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ne Plains an pub-
c nation's strike
tne ldn<_. strike.
- hd 1 tori a 1, Pars Vi all PI a ins man, September 2 4 , 
4.
Ibid., October 6, 1- t
4-0
for better farm prices ought to b- sent to the lame
duck pend by tLe st icker route on Nov eraber 8th c; c.
issue, an the Plainsman saw it, W :as self preserva-
t ion:
The farmers are mad. They see the doom of the 
farm and the small town and. their aim is to prevent 
their destruction. They want to perpetuate the in­
dividualism that has marked this natron’s progress 
and save from utter destruction the two great ele­
ments-- agriculture and labor— upon 'which the future 
of this country rests. Smaller business interests 
are aiding and abetting the strikers on every hand, 
for they see the cascade toward, which business is 
heading. . . . 5 6
The Plainsman and the other newspapers which clearly 
lined up behind the FHA’s 1952 strike found justifica­
tion in linking the destinies of everyone to the farmer. 
Therefore they supported the strike, whatever its conse­
quences, on the grounds that anything that helped the 
North Dakota farmer by whatever method was worthy ofw
w:.o 1 e - h e a r t e d  b a c k ! n g .
Following the 1952 farm, strike, the FHA 
almost completely from the columns of the North 
press. Only scattered indications are available 
organization’s participation in the 1952 general 
tion. One of these was a letter from state FKA 








.d October 1: 19: p,
" ) i
1. Lanier which slated that most of the Holiday men
h'dwanted to see ,uan ,t?r e i. acted.' 1 Toe press ignored. tne 
FHA’s political possibilities totally, both before and 
s/'ter the election.
In 1912, op.osit ion to the FKA’s militant activi­
ties emanated mostly from the larger city daily newspa­
pers. These papers were careful to state their support 
for the farm strike, but they disagreed with the more un­
orthodox phases of the movement. Their sentiments were 
echoed by a number of smaller weeklies. On the other 
hand, a few very outspoken editors voiced their support 
for anything the farmers decided to do in order to better 
their conditions, located mostly in counties that were 
well organized by the FHA, these papers, with several ex­
ceptions , were published weekly, and the editor was usu­
ally a member of the Holiday Association. Unquestionably 
the reasons for the amount of coverage the FHA received 
w-re grounded in both the group's unique methods and the 
rapidity with which it gained strength. During this 
f:.:st phase, the press offered comparatively little criti 
cisra. Events in 19.12 marked the high tide of the FEA's 
n:':ularity with the Forth Dakota nress♦
57-,-e veer, ussier jj, Burdi c k t o W i 1 1  i arn I 
oc oober 2 p 1 9 1 2  University 
script Collection, Danger Papers*
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v-/<o rap a red to its reaction in 1931, the North Da­
kota press was more openly hostile to the FKA in 1933* 
Although a smaller volume of comment appeared, a much 
larger percentage of it was unfavorable. Press comment 
in 19 3 3 concerned itself with three separate aspects of 
the movement’s activities. The first aspect, comment on
the proposed FIEHA farm strikes, reached peaks in Kay and
November. A second subject of editorial remarks was the 
anti-foreclosure and eviction movement; these observa­
tions were usually tied in with remarks about Governor 
Danger1s moratorium proclamation. Incidents involving 
the FKA and the judiciary provided the third source of 
material for the editors' pens; here two separate events 
— she abduction and beating of an Iowa judge and the
North Dakota FKA * s attempi; tc recall Judre W * r.. i - U t C h X i r
son of LaKoure--furnished she editorial fodder.
St ran"el v e nou^b, few editorials were writ ten
a cent the Hoiiday Associad. ion's Influence on the 193r
-.cith Dakota legislature. C-nly one pro­no! i o. ay bill,
ll
•.:ator # xlian, ? .'in stridesiarcm s act. to itta..: 
elicited any comment, and. th?t was a ver._ hostile blast 
iron ti e 1-rand Forks Herald. ubjectin • mostly to the 
whole ileafo & mehind hart in' - measure, the Herald ass orted:
~r~ ̂ is unlawful for men, whether they cal u. "fci if XL*
es strikers or not, to barricade roads and in-
t e rf e re wi th t h e i r proper use. It is unlawful for
them to attempt to intimidate others, and through 
such intimidation to prevent them from exercising 
the right to dispose of tueir own property accord­
ing to their own judgment.
'this inconvenient ban on the activities of the 
strikers is to be removed and the contemplated use 
of the militia is for the purpose of preventing mis­
guided farmers from running the blockade established 
by certain of their neighbors in response to an 
"order" issued by the directors of some statewide 
crra.nl zat ion. 1
Holiday Association participet'on in the legislature did
ret some news cover?. e, bu 
issue out of it as ie Dicl ins on 3a
papers made as reat an
y Press and the Farce
t oram. According to - V. p P-p p Cess, the FKA legislators were ____ >
Governor Larger by pushing certain bills, and
the Forum believed the ers were usinm their strength
to "club" the Legislature into passing measures they fa-
V ■*- V-A.
x - ;.l, Gi and Forks Herald, February f, lupp,
"Farm holiday Faction Defies Longer, Orders A 
"+ Bills," Dickinson Dai 1 ■ Press, February 2f
'uolidav Body I£ Jubilant," Fnrro Forum. Feb-
. i  e „ he It?gislative session and before the c
e scli e g. u 1 ed i'io,y 13 nali oral farm strike
1: otle comment on the FEA appeared in north Dakota news­
papers. I:. February the Farshcll Plai ns a an .maintained 
its ;cil it ant stance with an editorial calling for an im­
mediate farm strike: ’’The Bell is tolling the hour. The
time to strike is now. A« » * When no other paper and
Plains-apparently no FKA members picked up the chant, the 
man lapsed into silence. After President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt* s declaration of a national bank holiday in 
early March, the Minot Daily 
noted: "To get agriculture on a sound basis, : .aybe the
Cnext step will be a farm holiday. """ A telling inference
lews somewhat facetiously
of the strength of the 
tin? er County Herald.
p ^X1 4 l jri Kj>ame from the Hew England Het 
Ehe editor, explaining why no edi
:orials bed been printed in the Herald for an extended pe­
riod, save as one of the ret'sons:
If * were writing editorials very likely I would
f i rid myself sc -y i n
day t -.. . • .A to to toC JL ct1 1 o n,
the most po lar
& -n JLd be bad f 01'
nt time is -one ol
. c u o I. h e w a s c : nt o; situa*
Parshall Plainsman, February 24,Ed i t or i a 1 ,
Editorial, Minot Pail;/ dews, March 1?,
Cd k- S - '\
O • •
''Comments, ' New
il 27, 195b, p. 2.
England Het tin.. Countv Herald,_ ______ __ ____At—.___________ __ 1
tion, and quite possibly that was also the reason for the 
dearth of comment in other papers.
The national Farmers' Holiday Association strike
was scheduled to begin on May 11, 1933. Despite Burdick's
assurance that no picketing orders would be issued in 
nWorth Dakota, a few of the state's papers were skeptical 
about the whole idea. These antagonistic newspapers saw 
in the strike call evidence of bad leadership, and hence 
aimed the bulk of their comment in that direction. Some­
what fearfully, the Williston Herald charged:
What the country is actually seeing is a bid in 
all too many cases to wrest control of the farmers' 
effective organizations from them. 'What it is ac­
tually hearing on the whole subject is more vapor­
ing by Communistic leaders and their forces, who 
want revolution and chaos, than intelligent discus­
sion of the facts honestly devoted to the worthy 
undertaking of getting understanding.o
Likewise, the Litchville Bulletin declared that "the so- 
called farm leaders see their meal tickets slipping from 
their fingers, and are determined to stir up some more un­
rest to the end that their services may continue to be in
odemand."' When the strike was celled off before it began, 
the Hettin-.er County Herald, a weekly located in south-
' "ho rickets .1 
■> L1 • V *
"r-t nx ihunea, ji'oru.:, hay - *
'Editorial, /i 11 iston Hera 1 d , hay 11, 1933 , p• o. 
Lii : ai*ia 1, litchville Bulletin, May 12, 1933,
: >.
western North Dakota, venomously poked fun at National 
FHA president Milo heno:
"He marched them all right up the hill and—  
marched them down again."
Perhaps that is why Milo Reno is such a great 
farm leader.
Just a few days ago Milo Reno was on the x’a&io 
telling the farmers the great necessity for a na­
tional farm strike. Then a few days later he told 
the boys a strike was not necessary.
No matter what direction the farmers decide to 
go, great farm leaders like Milo Reno are ever ready 
to lead them.10
On the other hand, the Wahpeton Richland County
Farmer felt that calling the strike off was wise on the
part of the FHA's leaders because the organization was
not read;/ for a nation-wide strike. The Farmer thought,
however, that the mere threat of a strike had accomplished
"some good in calling world wide attention to the fact
11that Agriculture is beginning to show its teeth."
Clearly, the strike that never occurred only proved each
sice's points— depending on the way one chose to look a1
it.
Other than press coverage of the state convention 
evils Lake in late June, the FLA stayed out of the
1 q z z
1 0  L d S.torial , New England Betti ng
1 9  A  3 p .  d .
1 1 ^ . ,  J~J V.U. i torial , Wahpeton Richla rid n
3 ,  p . « i ' j  0  ~b 0 :  Oh e E i c . 1  a n d n o u
rily ‘■j.rouped tWe last r:> a r t  o f 1 ts durinv
po
news and off the front pares 
with the almost simultaneous 
wheat embargo and the FKA'c 
the qroup once arain became 
tcrial topic.
un1 11 Octob er, 19 33. T • i en, 
issuance of Governor Langer 
cr.ll for a national strike, 
an important news and edi-
t o
Reaction to the strike 
kockford Transcript decided th 
measure was in bringing home t 
cultural situation to those in
was mixed. The weekly Sew
at the real benefit of the
he seriousness of the agri- 
1 2Washington.' "* Senator Lynn
J. Frasier of North Dakota, apparently well aware of the
seriousness of the sit 
glad that the farmers 
protect their own righ 
the ,/ahpeton Richland
nation, declared himself "mighty 
are willing to go on a strike to 
t£."Jy Sounding a more somber note 
County Farmer queried:
Last spring a farm strike was halted by confi­
dence in a new president. Today there is no longer 
that confidence. Where is that which is going to 
halt to Is strike?14
Cri •'cisn of the move was again directed mostly 
'charlatans, farm strikers, and political buncombe ar- 
A former FHA enthusiast, the Berthold Tribuneu 3 P
1 D
(' n V-« fV-- V_, \j VO CV V. „L
12 ., . . . - .. uditonoj., hew
u.
■^"Frazier Backs
Roc 1..1 ord Transcript, 0c tober 
Farm Strikers," Fargo Forum,
•'-> r"» ̂/ 5
1' auditorial, Wahpeton 
. v o v e mb e r 2, 19 o 9, p. 1C .
lr'" So. i corial., New En ..
-■< ov e.o ber 2, 1r-: 3, p. 9-.
Richland County Farmer, 
and Kettinmer County Herald—--.-- -----VC--- -̂ *>
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ow uestioned whether any -rood would come of a strike
n<2 t he resu 11 inr disorders .16 Tiie I.opoleon Homestead
eclared that the action was the work of "so-called ’farm 
e-.iers! who . . . have to 'make a show!no' in order to
eep their jobs* tiJ- / ilaimina that "a successful farm
eader's stock in trade apparently consists of a perpet- 
al bellyache," ' the New England I-Iettinger County Kerala 
k•. rged tha+ the North Dakota strike was only a vehicle
-T- 1  C)or Usher L. Burdick's political ambitions. ' Prophetic­
ally, the r-iinot Daily News w,. . te finis to the whole af~ 
air when it noted the lack of unity in the "’farm, rebel- 
ion. * In short, the 1933 Fall holding action, when 
on-pared to the 1932 strike, excited little response from 
of. the farmers and the press. VJhat praise there was 
3u. for the intent, and what criticism ...anifested itself 
23 aimed at the FHA's leaders.
Cn t i. e other hand, the *: olid 3.V A r. i sociation's anti
 ̂o"President Turns Down Governors Program," Ber- 




's:i leri n • Scribe," Napoleon Homestead,
P . c- ,
'Editorial, New England Hettinger County Herald,i ~> v e b e r 1 e , x u g u,
19Ed 1 1 o r i a 1, 1 b i d ,'ô enber 11, 1933? p. B.
d\ju>di torial, r.i not Daily news , i.cvernoer o_ , 19y3»
foreclosure movement .a.ined momentum in 1933 and was the 
subject of a number of editorials. Asserting that sale 
stoppages would onl./ thwart the rorpose they were intended
n herald observed:•/* i 1 i i. S t ■;
nevertheless, those incidents are significant.
They indicate not only a short temper as a result 
of long harassment, but a militancy forced by ac­
tual desperation.21
The Elgin Grant County News likened the participants in
the anti-foreclosure actions to "the embattled farmers of
coLexington and C o n c o r d . P e r h a p s  the most definitive ex­
plication of the genesis of the movement appeared in the 
Dickinson Daily Press:
rfe cannot sympathize with certain individual 
cases of farmers' intolerance. Undeserving instances 
of radicalism could be cited. But the predicament of 
agriculture taken as a whole has the sympathy of any­
one acquainted with the facts. The situation today, 
however, is one_in which the good farmer is in equally 
bad straights [_ sic 7 as the poor farmer, the shift­
less, improvident neighbor who never did, even in the 
best of times, show any signs of honest industry and 
conscientiousness. A worthy farmer who has spent a 
lifetime of hard labor accumulating his modest pos­
sessions cannot be expected to sit back and watch his 
work of a lifetime taken away from him without rais­
ing a hand in protest.23
North Dakota anti-foreclosure incidents were re-
2 1T,..Ed i t o r i a 1, V/ill 1st on Beraid, January 12, 19 3
^“Editorial, Hebron .herald, February 9» 1933, 
He or in : ed from the El .gin Grant County News.
■ z*>
V9V*
ditoria1, Dickinson Daily Preso, February 9•
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ported in a number of newspapers, but specific cases usu­
ally excited no editorial comment. One exception to this 
occurred in the New Hockford Transcript. After an orderly
croup of 20C farmers nad gathered in New Rockford to hall 
the sale of the Charles A. Erickson farm, the Transcript 
declared:
Times and conditions work many changes in peo­
ple, in their habits; in their reactions and in 
their viewpoint.
. . . Ao the Transcript does not encourage de­
fiance of the law; it is not opposed to the govern­
ment of the state and nation— we a:re living in the 
most wonderful nation in the world--but we do be­
lieve t.hpt the time has come when the glasses of hu­
manity, solicitude, and charity should replace the 
opaque lenses now obscuring the vision of the God­
dess of Justice and the lav; administered from a new 
viewpoint made possible by the change, and to the 
eternal glory and happiness of our entire citizenry.
Therefore we feel that the actions of the Holi­
day Association . . . may be a means of bringing 
this result to pass: and result in the bringing of 
a brighter and better day for us all. . . 24
pi
ti:
When Governor Larger proclaimed a moratorium on 
rtgege foreclosures, the Holiday Association was in corn­
ets support.r;? Langer’s use of the FHA to help enforce 
.e moratorium, in effect, made the various county cr­
eations sac tb eade: "court of last resort"
' Editorial, new Rockford transcript, ^arch 1?,
*
r
•; 0 7,7, JL>0 • ■ t - ' - J * w * ^imouson to i 1 1  i a m Langer, Parchbnivers jty of north Dakota, Libby Manuscript
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for farmers in danger of losing their property. Cons;
quentmy, t :e OHA incurred the unmitigated wrath of all
creditors. In one case, after a Divide.County fain had 
been sold for 1>.:S£ than three dollars, the State's Attor­
ney wired Lamer: "Such is the result of vicious teach-
ing by ofcurd iCK. The debtors, however,
eatly. f ney v i.weo fV'2, TPTi ’ 1- e r as a group "qi;
f i cht for justice or■ die in the e:ffort. What the stop­
ping of foreclosures proved to the debtor was that "the
2gHoliday Association is on the square."
The questionable legality of the Holiday Associa­
tion’s anti-foreclosure activities, however, was bound to 
bring it into conflict with the judiciary. In two in­
stances, one in Iowa aid the other in Port . Dakota, this 
conflict drew both headlines and editorials from the North 
Dakota press.
On April 27, 1913? an irate nob of Iowa farmers 
dragged Judge Charles 0. Bradley of LeMars from his court­
room, threatened him with hanging, and eventually left him
.ere o' ani, ... o . riO-L-xmith to ?i > ĵ an er,
3epte ber 3 , 1 'g$3? University of North Dakota, Libby 
manuscript Collection, Leaner Papers.
'~-ry
“'•'Let er, Arthur T ; mm t, Oliver PniTi Equipment 
Co pany, November 7? 2933» Lam er Papers.
C.’
‘■‘'Letter, ./alter B. Ocott to Willi era Lon. er, Sep-
tember 12, 1933 > Linger Papers.
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nearly unco..sc i ous in a roadside ditch. The :ac .*ation 
for “he explosive actio;* was uncertain, but tin eper- 
cussions of t - incident reverbera' ed throughcw the na­
tion. In Iv.rr'r. Dakota, already snaken by rumors of a 
FKA~sponsored recall attempt cn Judge V/. H. Hv. cl. ins on of
La Moure. the -ress responded with indirmafi o: * "Reore-* -  ' — > *.
hensible," was the Watiord City McKenzie Tou; Farmer's
pQopinion of the event. *' The Fessenden Wells ount.y Free 
Press, located in central North Dakota, dens., ced it, and 
cor,n.anted :
of th.e mob fur justice ; cm ridicu
idea of justice is to -a at en the
r of the court with lyn ing if he
disagrees with them. Unreasonable den? s on the 
courts and officers and open advocacy c mob rule
\ A  -j-errorism will make enemies for any cause. ’he
Iowa crowd, in letting their rage obscure their
son, in this assault, have discredi
'or their farms and homes, i the 
eoyle„




"Laci of good .judgment, " ' 1 and "unfortunate,"
■ ''i
were
other press epithets directed at the Iowa incident. Some 






Editorial, Watford City McKenzie County Farmer, 
Kay 11, 33, p.
Editorial, Fessenden Wells County Free Press, 
May A, 1 5, p. 2 .
p. e .
2
)ditorial, Dickinson Daily Press, May E, 1933, 
Editorial, Williston Herald, May E, 1933, p. 8 .
oc:
was offered by the Cooperouown Griggs County Sentinel- 
Courier; this east-central weekly therefore reasoned
that the event was just a visible symptom of the deep un-
xxrest in the nation's rural regions,
However they viewed the Iowa occurrence, the 
state's editors were almost completely united against any 
kind of tampering with the judiciary in North Dakota.
The move to recall Judge Hutchinson of the third Judicial 
District stemmed frora his refusal to honor Governor 
Danger's foreclosure moratorium, a proclamation the Judge
”7* »,
considered an illegal exercise of executive power." Con­
sequently, the Holiday Association in the south-central 
ooption of the state ben an to talk about replacing Hutch- 
inson with someone more in sympathy with Lancer's edict.
in which linked the FK
mens County Decord to was
55probably s purely political move. ' The Oakes Tines, 
claiming that the proposed recall would "precipitate one 
of the most bitter political fights in the history of the 
judicial district," urged the FHA net to defeat its pur-
^ r> 1 r> "i p ̂  ^J U- X J~ o. J- e, KJc o r e Y» s\\*r •< .J. o i i o/ »*• 1 I. G r i g g sr-; ■ m et o- i - r ,  k e y  1 1 , I k g p ,
/~-
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F u r r
~7 h. f i r i - .. „„ ■ ■’ .. ~ qc  3. if 0 o ID 0 .1 J. 0.
;o F o ru m , Nay > ,  19
3 7 jfrj
- y
■- e t  m g
T-. Q W • y •
t o  D i s ■
County Sentj.nel-
-^H&itor 1 al, Li itoo En.-no.us County He cord, April
5
A 7- ̂
_ G Sr) 3 S an or anization bv "fi -litintV V- W the poli ical bat-
- 13 0 x ind ividuals. ° 11 |t t;Pfi rn o o c* V» " *.> i J. Ca .ne, " d<reeQ m e
IkL_.eley mail, "to ir.vo 1 ve tlie judiciary jn politics. „37
All these three newspapers were located in Hutchinson's 
district.
Another strear. of editorial thought on the Hutch- 
i ison recall assumed that the FHA, in undertaking the 
move, had become an instrument for the intimidation o f  
public officials, and especially of judges. "When we 
break down our courts we break down all," cried the Oakes 
Times. ' 0 Commented the Hinot Daily News: "When attempts
U>. ;?de tc intimidate the judiciary, it is high time that
sensible North Dakotans rise is, indignation to repel such
attacks cn tne b asi c s t ruet ure o f c i v i 1 i z ation and govern-
~o«■/,<,+ x y y  rrv a heui .  ii 6 Napoleon Homestead declared that the choice
was simple: either the people "will uphold 8. judge who
abides bv his oath and intends he protect tdp citizens of
the state a ;a',is t the threats of violenee: or on the other
nanu w ; 1 1  g c os record as favorin g rnob rule artd coercion
■y ^36
. J 'V s  ~L. " oriel, Cakes Times, ‘ • Ai/ ------} C ' , 31,*  • *  *
7,7" ; "W . 1 . Lute: 'nson Faces Recall," T~ l ->s/J g;eley Hail,
“1 "> -/  -• p .  1 .
3S-; • _ or; al, C" Hes T i :..es, April Is, 1 c.X > w - i f^  «  ♦ o
it ,  C
- 'p  0  -• A., ....... r ' - —  r \ ■ " } -
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of the courts." Judge Hutchinson, himself, agreed with 
this thinking. In a Fargo Forum interview, lie stated: 
"The crux of the situation is the integrity of our courts
•4-0
i.41and safeguarding them against intimidation."'" Summing 
it up, the Langdon Cavalier County Republican, a weekly 
located in the state's northeastern corner, reasoned:
It is within the province of people of North 
Dakota to impeach their judges or recall them for
-■n, "1 -P <*-. «~v v*. /■» 4 v> /~v -P -P 4 /-v ■.4— -v-v̂  t T i-v —- -f- g': “! v ; r™ ri "i '
. . . U i . *  U  U U C U i V O  V4 X  _L JLV^V^- *, V U U  C iJ .  W  C? X I  Ok U  B t U X U g j  C5. JL - L  U
tie too far, even in these chaotic times, when we 
attempt to recall them on the bases / sic 7 of their
interpretation of the law as it affects the adminis­
trative and judicial departments of our government?42
Out of the mainstream of press opinion about the 
recall was the Garrison McLean County Independent, which 
favored the rove. To its editor, the recall was justi­
fied because judges are servants of the people, not over­
rider. of them. ' The Independent also deal-red that 
such .eves were necessary because "lynching is not a 
good democratic way of * lading oneself of undesirable pub­
lic servants; and capital punishment is abolished in our








"Wandering Scribe," Napoleon homestead, May IS,
"Condemn Lawyers Urging Violence to Defeat Law,"
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Despite occasional reports that signatures were 
be in...- gathered on recall petitions as late as August,
193 „ 4S7. ^  ✓ a- r ., ^he recall move died an unnoticed death. This
one action undoubtedly crested more hostile press reac­
tion to the North Dakota Farmers' Holiday Association 
than anything else it did. As far as many of the state's 
editors were concerned, the FHA had finally shown its true 
colors— those of an organisation which considered itself 
above order and the process of law.
The year 1933* the year in which the North Dakota 
Holiday Association reached its zenith of power, also 
marked the beginning of its decline in the eyes of the 
press. Although more was written about the FHA during 
the year than in 1 9 3 2 , less and less comment was favor­
ably intended. Clearly, the group had reached and passed 
a turning point in its press relations. From raid-1953 
on, the FHA's path was all downhill.
nay 7 C
;a itori?1, d a r r i s on McLean County Independent,
•> j j s •> r>, L.




Prom 1934 to 1 9 3 7 , the amount of space devoted 
to the Farmers' Holiday Association in North Dakota pa­
pers steadily diminished. Even the state conventions 
were not deemed important enough to warrant space on th° 
front pages of the larger newspapers. Concurrently, edi­
torial comment on the Holiday Association also dwindled. 
Apparently, the organization's declining activity was an 
indication to the press that the FKA was no longer an im­
portant movement. In addition, much cf the comment that 
did appear was decidedly hostile. The press attacked the 
FHA's leadership, membership, and actions with relative 
impunity, and increasingly fewer voices were raised to de­
fend the group. By 1936 and 19371 the FKA had so de­
clined that most newspapers ignored it completely.
In order to counteract a press blackout on PEA 
activities already evident in some areas ox the state in 
mid-1933?^ the Holiday Association organized its own
xLetter, 0. 3. Gunderson to William Danger, June 
20, 1953? University of North Dakota, Danger Papers.
Published as part of the Sunnnewspaper in early 1 9 34.
County Journal, the paper was named The Farmer-Laborer
Sefender and began operations in late March. From the
beginning, the hand of Usher L. Burdick was noted in the
new paper, and the Defender was dismissed accordingly.
As the V/alhalla Mountaineer, an ardent william Lemke
supporter which was published in the northeastern corner
of the state, put it, founding the FHA paper was simply
Burdick's way of ''boosting” himself for political office:
Seeking to nose out either /’"U.S. Representative J .t\J 
Sinclair or / William^/ Lemke in the last elect:* on he 
/_ Burdick_J7 ran a very poor third. Since that tmae 
he has not done anything to warrant him any more sup­
port. He is clearly a political opportunist, jwho 
would like to fasten his little boat to the /_ Nonpar- 
tisanJTjLeague ship, but failing that he wants a 
sheet / i.e. newspaper_ 7 of some kind to use as a 
sail in the event he will again have to sail the 
troubled political waters alone. If he has a trait 
for which he can be commended it is persistency. 
Certainly he cannot be commended for candidacy.3
In 1934, most of the news stories about the FHA 
were concerned with the group's political intentions.
The March convention at New Rockford drew page-one head-
Alines, but it did nor gain the attention that was given
‘“"Holiday Group to Edit Paper," Fargo Forum, 
February 9, 1954, p. 5*
3•'Editorial, V/alhalla Mountaineer, February 22,1Q >Mx O " “ ”a. J  _>* , tJ • C. .
"Holiday Group Planning Political Slate for 
N.Do," Fargo Forum, March 7, 1934, p . 1.
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to the July events in Bismarck when the PHA attempted to 
mount a massive demonstration of support for ousted Gov­
ernor William Langer. Estimating that 25,010 Holiday As­
sociation members would participate in a march on the 
capitol, the anti-Langer Fargo Forum played the Bismarck 
events for all they were worth. "Troops Guard /_ Acting 
Governor Ole__7 Olson as Holiday Members Gather," ran the 
July 20 Forum headline. 0 The following day, the paper 
banner-headed its front page: "Bismarck Show Nearing 
End," and ran a lengthy story charging that "political
7manipulators" had organized the demonstration. Accord­
ing to the Forum, only 500 people actually marched on the 
capitol.
As a result of the Bismarck demonstration, the 
195“+ state FHA convention in Minot was well covered in 
the press. But the Minot Daily News' editorial welcoming 
the delegates to the city did not go through the usual 
verbal gymnastics about the worth and high purpose of a 
visiting organization; instead, the editorial lauded the
''"Capital March Said Planned," Fargo Forum,
July 19, 1954, p. 1.
""Troops Guard Olson as Holiday Members Gather," 
Fargo Forum, July 20, 1954, p. 5*
7"Bismarck Show Nearing End," Fargo Forum, only 
2 1 , 1954, p. 1 . ‘
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businessmen of Minot. 0 In doing so, the Daily News 
therein implied that the FRA now lacked these commend­
able attributes.
In March of 1934, several Worth Dakota papers ran 
a long letter from Usher L. Burdick defending the FKA. 
Probably written in answer to the rising swell of press 
criticism, the letter asserted:
Wo Holiday man or woman need apologize for their 
creed. In the end the people will win and the Dragon 
that crushes them now will be destroyed. When that 
time comes, the Holiday people will be called pa­
triots of a Great Nation and not Hoodlums and viola­
tors of special privilege law.9
Surprisingly, Burdick's statement elicited little if any
press comment.
Representative of latter-day anti-Holiday feeling
was the New England Ketbinger County Herald's continued
campaign against the group:
Usher L. Burdick's Holiday association is a valuable 
adjunct to his political campaign for congress.
That’s the real purpose of that organization, but 
not all the people recognize the fact. The Holiday 
association movement will continue, backed by radi­
cal agitation, until the spilling of blood will cause 
people to pause and consider where the movement is 
heading.
Mass action is handy in politics.
“'Editorial, Minot Daily News, July 25, 1934, p. 4.
a"Is the Holiday Association of North Dakota Pa­
triotic or Just a Bunch of Hoodlums," New Rockford Trans­
cript, March 3, 1954, p. 1.
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The Holiday association may be good for Burdick 
and others; it may have accomplished certain good, 
but the idea breeds anarchy. Even this day, when 
the association perhaps has reached to heights of 
popularity, this paper condemns the principles of 
mob law. and the lack of honest lawful principles, 
in the organization. When the Holiday association 
died it will be an inglorious death and many who hold 
memberships will hang their heads at the mere mention 
of the mob that Burdick managed.10
In this one editorial were crystallized the main 
complaints against the FHA: the organization was charged 
with disregarding the established principles of law, and 
the leaders were accused of using the group's members for 
political purposes. Although the former torrent of edi­
torial comment had dwindled by this date, the Herald un­
doubtedly articulated the sentiments of North Dakotans who
J
opposed the FHA. The FHA had, in their opinion, outstayed 
its welcome, and the hostile press considered it "indeed 
refreshing to turn 7 away_7 . . . from the rantings of 
Farm Holiday orators threatening political oblivion to any 
office holder, any judge who fails to follow the command 
of the political demagogues. . . .
Pro-Holiday comment was only occasionally found 
in the press after 1933. The Bottineau Courant remained
■^Editorial, New England Hettinger County Herald, 
April 26, 199^, p. 2.
lx"N.D. Editors," Fax'go Forum, September 7, 1934-, 
p. 1A, reprinted from the handan" Daily Pioneer.
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in favor of the group, and declared that it must unite 
with labor to "press toward the goal of a solidly organ­
ized working class, and a solidly organized agriculture.*^ 
Editorials such as the Courant1 s, however, were few and 
far between.
By 1955* the Holiday Association in North Dakota 
was declining markedly. Taking note of this, the Par- 
shall Plainsman, located in an area once tightly organ­
ized by the PHA, was forced to appeal for individuals to 
renew their memberships:
Do not expect the Holiday crowd to come to your 
assistance unless you have a disposition to affili­
ate with them in their_time of need. There is an 
element of protected {_ sic / in this brotherhood of 
men that is worth many times the price of admission, 
and it begins to look as though many will need the 
protection if crops are to be seeded this Spring. 
Already machine companies are beginning to drag in 
the machinery that farmers have made ready for the 
seeding campaign. 1 5
Whether the group was in its death throes or 
not, several newspapers still thought it an effective or­
ganization. The New Rockford Transcript had occasion to 
compliment the Eddy County FHA for its vigilance and dis­
cretion in enforcing the mortgage foreclosure morato-
12Editorial, Bottineau Courant, July 11, 1954*
p . 2 .
l 7)^Editorial, Parshall Plainsman, i.arch 28, 1955*
p . 8 .
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rium.^ Still considering the He"-day a potent politi­
cal voice for the farmer, the ahpeton Richland County 
Farmer-Globe counseled Cor', cess to pay attention to the
group’s demand for guar /teed prices based on the cost
15of production plus reasonable profit.'
On the other hand, in 1935 various observers 
felt that the FHA was now "composed of those persons 
against any aing of constructive value to North Dakota. 
Usher L. Bur-dick was said to be "milking the membership 
of the Farmers’ Holiday Association." Headlines deal- 
ii with the 1955 FHA state convention reported a "revolt 
by ’communists,'" and charges were made of political ex­
ploitation of the membership by certain factions within 
the group.^ Responding to this, the Valley City Times- 
Record commented:
Charges of undue pressure from political sources 
were freely made at the meeting and the vote by 
which the officials were elected was challenged.
But the Farm Holiday movement has been tinged with
^Editorial, New Rockford Transcript, March 29, 
1935, p. 2 .
15yEditorial, Wahpeton Richland County Farmer- 
Globe , July 5, 1955, P• 8 .
■^"Open Forum," Fargo Forum, July 27, 1935,
p . 5,
17'Editorial, Napoleon Homestead, May 10, 19t5, 
p. 4, reprinted from New England Hettinger County Herald.
18 "Holiday Unit Squelches Revolt by ’Communists, 
Fargo Forum, July 26, 1935, P* 4.
I It
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appeals to unite for political action ever since its 
inception and it in hard to see how that can be made 
a just basis for complaint. 19
The only news coverage granted the Holiday Asso­
ciation in 1936 and 1937 was of the state conventions, 
and even these reports were not extensive in nature. By 
this rime The FHA was merely another farmers' organisa­
tion torn asunder by small factions that were each seeking 
to gain control ox the group. In one participant's view, 
the I9>6 convention at New Rockford failed to accomplish 
what he considered its primary mission— to unite the 
"progressives" in the state: "Fights like we had at New 
Rockford are senseless and only sure to weaken the fight 
against the reactionary forces and make their chances bet-
PQter." The imminent dissolution of the FLA had by this 
time become obvious to everyone; an organization that 
could not unire Ion enough to decide upon a common goal 
was doomed to an early death. When the Farmers' Holiday 
Association disappeared from the scene in 1937* not even 
one line of print mourned its passing. The North Dakota 
press had more contemporary things on its mind.
^"N.D. Editors," Fargo Forum, August 2, 1935» 
p. 12, reprinted from /alley City Times-Record.
20Letter, Robl 7 A. Beauaette to William Langer, 
July 13, 195b, Langer Papers.
CONCLUSIONS
The Farmers* Holiday Association was a signifi­
cant reflection of the despair and helplessness felt by 
many farmers during the depths of the depression. Be-
.n vo <,y a.ffered immediate solutions to the problems of
foreclosures and evictions, the FHA temporarily gained 
the support of both farm and town people in North Dakota. 
As the economic situation on the farms was eased by New 
Deal programs, however, the need for a militant organi­
zation declined, and the FHA lost much oi its reason for 
existence. In this study, the main consideration has 
been the relationship of the FHA and the North Dakota 
press. Several conclusions may be drawn from the evi­
dence.
First, when compared to the Nonpartisan League 
situation of some fifteen years earlier, the press reac­
tion to the FHA was quite mild. Little of the concerted 
opposition experienced by the NPL formed to dog the FHA. 
Although several newspapers did become consistent oppo­
nents and used every available opportunity to snipe at 
the FHA, little of the adverse comment was extremely emo­
tional or ill-taken. In short, the attitude of the North
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Dakota press toward the Nonpartisan League played an in­
fluential role in developing anti-NPL opinion; but in the 
case of the Farmers’ Holiday Association, the press was 
not as consistently or strongly opposed to the movement.
Secondly, the amount of newspaper space given to 
the Holiday Association in North Dakota was dix*ectly pro­
portional to the group's strength and activities. In 
1952 and 1955, when the FHA was at its peak membership 
and therefore at its height of influence, the press de­
voted the greatest amount of space to it. When the organ­
ization decreased in size, general news coverage also dwin­
dled. In those areas of the state where virile units of 
the FHA existed after 1935? the local press continued to 
grant significant newspaper space to the group. An ex­
ample of this was McLean County where the Garrison McLean 
County Independent was still closely covering the local 
FHA's activities in 1936 when most of the other state 
newspapers had long since begun to ignore the group. Cov­
erage of the FKA can therefore be said to have been a lo­
cal phenomenon. A strong local organization made local 
news and could be dismissed by the hometown editor only 
with great difficulty. In those areas where the FHA had 
lost membership and power, the editor could afford to drop
the subject
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Meanwhile, on the whole, North Dakota newspapers 
were not as oncerned with the radical nature of the FKA 
as they were in the esse of the Nonpartisan League, Al­
though inferences that Communists were responsible for ex­
citing a number of the more extra-legal of the FHA's ac­
tivities appeared occasionally, the state's editors left 
that issue alone to a great extent. It appears that the 
editors used the radicalism issue primarily as a scape- 
go&t--a convenient door at which to lay the blame for the
more drastic actions of the Holiday group. Significantly, 
the role of Communisms in the 1955, 1956, and 1957 FHA 
state conventions received little notice in the North Da­
kota press. Without question, the newspapers either be­
lieved these radicals unworthy of much attention, or con­
sidered their influence upon the dying PEA a minor mat-
4—  1
1 ,many years later, Usher L, Burdick, for one, was 
still extremely sensitive about the issue of Communists 
in the FBA. During the McCarthy era of the early 1950‘s, 
Mrs. Helen Wood Birnie oi Long Beach, California, testi­
fying before the Veld Committee (a subcommittee of the
House Un-American Activities Committee) in Chicago, 
charged that the North Dakota Farmers' Holiday Associa­
tion had been merely a front organization for Communist
Representative 
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It is clear that the use of force resulted in 
the greatest amount of press comment on the PHA. ‘The 
problem of whether a farmer’s strike had to be violent 
in order to be successful was frequently discussed by the 
editors. Although no newspaper outspokenly supported 
such tactics, a few thought them necessary in order to 
bring the farmer’s demands to national attention. The 
press also debated the question of whether the organiza­
tion had the right to impose its will upon these farmers 
who disagreed with it and by and large the editors reached 
no general consensus. A corollary to the question of 
forceful imposition of the PHA's wil?. was the direct ac­
tion method of stopping mortgage foreclosure sales. On 
this issue, the press generally reacted with understand­
ing and sympathy for the farmer's plight; however, most 
papers were against any interference with tne execution 
of due process of law. One reason for the sympathetic re­
sponse to the anti-foreclosure movement was the lack of 
violence which surrounded it. In other words, the press 
as a whole took the ambiguous position that force was un­
derstandable in some cases and not in others.
north Dakota newspapers regarded the PHA's lead­
ers with suspicion. The editors frequently charged these 
men with using the rural situation to further their own
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personal ambitions. This was especially true in the case 
of Usher L. Burdick, and Burdick's successful 19JA cam­
paign for Congress only added fuel to this fire. Sig­
nificantly, no newspaper surveyed in this study defended 
the motives of any of the FHA's leaders.
The single event which resulted in the most press 
hostility to the FRA was the abortive attempt to recall 
Judge W. K. Hutchinson. The overwhelming consensus of 
opinion was that no organization had the right to tamper 
with the judiciary for any reason whatsoever. Some of 
the anti-Holiday fervor may have been indirectly pointed 
at Governor William Langer, but the FHA suffered because 
of it. If anything, this incident forced many papers to 
take a definite stand against the Holiday Association.
It is important to note that the only paper supporting 
the recall move was also a solid Langer backer and was 
Ihlonpartisan-League owned and operated. From the f ’ror 
which surrounded the Hutchinson recall, it may be con­
cluded that the North Dakota press favored the FHA only 
as long as it did not seriously threaten established in­
stitutions .
The economics of newspaper response to the North 
Dakota Holiday Association are obvious from a survey of 
those papers which favored and opposed the group. Nearly
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ail the larger city dailies were against the movement. 
These papers were not as directly dependent upon the 
farmer for revenue and could afford to speak out freely 
in opposition to a strong farmers* organization. These 
papers were also usually both politically conservative 
and anti-Langer. Smaller newspapers which were vocally 
anti-Holiday were usually published in areas of the state 
where the FHA was not a potent force, such as the north­
east. One norable exception to this rule was the press 
of Hettinger County. Both the Mott Pioneer Press and the 
New England Hettinger County Herald were ant'-FHA, al­
though the county’s group was apparently a vital organi­
zation. The North Dakota papers which vehemently sup­
ported the FHA 'were usually located in smaller towns, were 
published weekly, and generally were strongly pro-Langer 
and Nonpartisan League. These papers were also located 
in areas where the FHA was highly organized and very ac­
tive. Again, the pro-Holiday press was by and large quite 
dependent upon good relations with the rural population 
for its livelihood. In short, if a paper was published 
in a small town located in a county which was well organ­
ized by the FHA, it would usually favor the organization. 
Conversely, the papers published in larger cities or less 
tightly organized counties were generally anti-FHA.
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Finally, the Farmers' Holiday Association in 
North Dakota was a singular failure as a movement to bet­
ter rural economic conditions. Whereas the press response 
to the Nonpartisan League for the first five years of its 
existence was both voluminous and continuing, the FHA's 
five-year life span excited much less press reaction. Ap­
parently, once the great furor that surrounded the group's 
inception and initial activities faded out, the press 
wrote the Holiday Association off and moved on to other 
more current topics. In brief, to paraphrase William 
Shakespeare, the FHA's latter-day image in the view of 







Finally, the Farmers' Holiday Association in 
North Dakota was a singular failure as a movement to bet­
ter rural economic conditions. Whereas the press response 
to the Nonpartisan League for the first five years of its 
existence was both voluminous and continuing, the FHA's 
five-year life span excited much less press reaction. Ap­
parently, once the great furor that surrounded the group*s 
inception and initial activities faded out, the press 
wrote the Holiday Association off and moved on to other 
more current topics. In brief, to paraphrase William 
Shakespeare, the FHA's latter-day image in the view of 
the press came to be one of much "sound and fury, signi­
fying nothing."
APPENDIX A
FARMERS’ HOLIDAY ASSOCIATION RULES
No Grain Allowed past Picket Lines without written
orders from Township Holiday Association Committee. 
Committees will allow grain to pass for emergency 
cases and for Oil and Gas to complete threshing.
No further grain will be hauled in by businessmen into 
private bins to apply on old bills. The practice 
by one or two gives the elevators and every other 
businessman the same privilege.
Elevators must be closed from 6 o'clock P.M. until
8 o'clock A.M. to allow picketers these hours for 
rest.
Any elevator caught breaking this order will be penal­
ized by an order opposing any grain delivery to that 
elevator for 50 days.
LOCAL EARNERS' HOLIDAY ASSOCIATION
Source: Parshall Plainsman, September 29, 1932, p. 1.
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YOUR CONGRESSMAN COMMENTS 
by Usher L. Burdick
ATTEMPT MADE TO "SMEAR” NO. DAK. FARMER'S UNION
An attempt is being made to "smear" the Farmer's 
Union of North Dakota. A former communist has told a 
story to the Velde Committee, saying that she organized 
for the communists and knows all about the tie-up between 
the Farmers Union and communist influence; that this came 
about through the Farmers' Holiday Association of North 
Dakota, sponsored by communists, and that finally the 
Holiday Association was taken over by the Farmers' Union.
She is about as near the truth as the North Pole 
is to the South Pole. I had more to do with the organi­
zation of the North Dakota Holiday Association than anyone 
else, and was elected the first president of it. It was 
not organized by communists, but by good loyal American 
citizens.
The purpose of mhe movement was to create public 
opinion against foreclosure at a time when poor px-ices 




pay their interest, their taxes, or any ox;her debts, and 
when farmers all over the state were on relief because of 
conditions which existed.
The name 'Holiday Association* was adopted by 
following the procedure of a country bank in Iowa. A 
'run' was made on the bank and the officers knew they 
could not pay if it continued. At the close of business 
on Monday the situation looked dark. Almost all the cash 
had been paid out, although the bank had plenty of credit 
with its correspondent bank. The money could not be phys­
ically procured for Tuesday morning. The officers met the 
situation by displaying a card in the windows and doors of 
the bank reading "Holiday". The depositors, who had gath­
ered in great numbers at the bank saw this sign and turned 
away. Frantic efforts were then made by the bank to get 
the physical cash to the bank, but it was net accomplished 
Tuesday. The officers hung out the sign again on -Wednes­
day, and by Thursday morning the cash was in the bank in 
sufficient quantity to stem the run. When the people 
found they could get their money, they didn't want it and 
redeposited it. Thus, the bank, the depositors and the 
town were saved from the ravages of having a closed bank­
ing institution.
Farmers who were being foreclosed on then were 
helpless. Wheat was 26 cents a bushel, oats were 2 cents 
and corn worthless. Livestock had no price. A bunch of
farmers and businessmen in Iowa got together and organ­
ized a 'Holiday Association' as they reasoned that if a 
holiday could save banks it could also save farms; and 
that is the reason fcr the name, "Holiday Association".
In North Dakota foreclosures and dispossessions 
were rampant. Hence, the farmers organized a Farmers* 
Holiday Association in North Dakota. We didn't propose 
to repudiate our debts, but wanted time until conditions 
changed. Later some communists did get into it, as they 
try to do in all organizations, including this govern­
ment. As president of the group I had more trouble with 
the communists than I did with the Union Central Life In­
surance Company, which was carrying on a spree of whole­
sale foreclosures. Many members of the Farmers Union 
joined this organization, but the state officers had ab­
solutely nothing to do about organizing the Association.
Purpose Was Protection ■—  (subbed)
Contrary to the opinion of some, this association 
was not a strong-arm outfit. Its only purpose was to con 
vince the people that foreclosures should not be made 
while they were defenseless. I was a lawyer then, and a 
pret-y fair one. I examined the laws of the State and 
could find nothing that would assist in stopping foreclo­
sures. I then examined the laws of the Territory of Da­
kota, made before the State came into the Union, and 
there found a law which in substance reads as follows:
"Whenever a debtor is unable to meet his obli­
gations, through no fault of his own, the debt 
sh^ll remain in status quo, until the condi­
tions over which he has no control, change to 
his benefit."
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This old Territorial law had never been repealed, 
and had been overlooked by the various codifications. I 
filed this answer in any number of cases. All the Dis­
trict Courts of North Dakota were sympathetic, and many 
Judges kept on continuing esses year after year.
We held meetings and talked to the people of the 
State until there -..as built up a powerful public opinion 
against foreclosures. William Danger was governor of the 
State at that time, and to make our effort to stop fore­
closures more effective I prepared a moratorium, which 
the governor signed and supported with the State Militia 
whenever it was found necessary. The foreclosures 
stopped. The loan companies howled and "wailed, but we 
explained to them that if they would be patient the day 
would come when they would all get their money, and that 
no farm families would be hustled out of their homes and 
carted to the cities to swell the unemployment ranks and 
put a further strain on public relief.
System Worked —  (subbed)
This idea worked, as I was morally certain it 
would. It rained again, the dust bowl disappeared, farm 
prices rose through the support program, interest and 
taxes were paid. Debts were retired. The government 
bills for aid were paid, and finally the many thousands 
of farmers who were on the verge of being chased off 
their farms paid their debts, and today are respected 
cioizens with bank accounts. The loan companies got 
their money, the business men kept their customers, and 
it all worked out to the everlasting benefit of all.
When the causes of these foreclosures passed away 
the Holiday Association also passed away. It does not 
now exist, but will again if these conditions return.
The Holiday Association was not merged into the Farmers' 
Union. There was nothing to merge. The necessity for 
such an organisation ended, and with it the Holiday" Asso­
ciation of North Dakota.
tome Communists Did Get In —  (subbed;
There were communist members in the Holiday As­
sociation, because they could not be kept out. However, 
their theory was not to protect the farm homes, bub to 
let the people be thrown out, and then, they argued, the 
farmers would follow communism. I knew their plan and 
worked night and day to circumvent them. Any time any
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people's movement starts the communists are sure to worm 
their way in, for their motto is to bore from within. I 
clashed with them time and again at public meetings, for 
I was well aware of the criticism they had leveled against 
me. At one 
to patch up 
to spend yoi
meeting they said, "Burdick, you are trying 
this old machine of government, when you ought
;ime develo: rng new government." 1 an- 
'opcsing to get rid of
The reply was "By force."
swered by saying, "How are you 
the present government?" 
promptly remarked that they couldn*t muster force enough 
to take the village of Wing (then with a population of 
less than 1 0 0 ). I also told them this government was or­
ganized by the people themselves, and is the only govern­
ment on earth that recognizes that the government exists 
for the people. In almost all other countries the theory 
is that the people exist for the government. Here we can 
change the Constitution when enough people want it 
changed, and that has been done any number of times.
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